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DEDICATED TO
L G. KCNNAMCR, A. 6., RS. M.A., Pk D.
As a means of showing our appreciation
for the high services rendered to us as in-
dividuals, to our class, and to our college,
we dedicate this the 1934 Milestone.
ne
PUBLISHED 6
RICHMOND/ KENTUCKY
In the compilation of this book we have striven to retain
something very near to our hearts—memories of the rich mine
from which we drew golden treasures.
These treasures, too intangible to define, are those things
from which we have drawn inspiration to overcome many ob-
stacles and difficulties.
We cannot feel so deeply now what this book means to
us, but in the days to follow, in hours of quietness, we shall find
its pages a storehouse of beautiful memories.
Let us count over some of the treasures so invaluable to us which this book brings
to mind. Perhaps friendship is the most precious gold nugget we have dug from the
mine. It has been said that friendship is the state of the just dealing with the just, the
magnanimous with the magnanimous, the sincere with the sincere. Friendship is all
important in the education of men. It will make a man honest; it will make him a hero;
it will make him a saint. It is easy to say how we love friends
and what we think of them, but words can never trace all the
fibres that knit us to the old.
Turning the pages of this book we realize as we look upon
the faces of those friends of our college days that friendship
does not spring up and become perfect at once but requires
the nourishment of time and thought. Though we will travel
different paths there will be locked away in a secret chamber of
our heart those "little, nameless, unremembered acts of kind-
ness and of love."
The miner's drill goes deeper, until at last it uncovers a bit of gold whose brilliance
and glitter dims our eyesight. It is knowledge. Like a jewel gleaming in the dark-
ness it has lighted our paths through the years and has pierced the curtain of ignor-
ance and superstition that shadowed our minds.
What has it meant to us? It has set aflame deep in our
souls the spark that demands the best things life has to offer;
it has set us reaching for objects that once seemed very far in
the distance; it has given us courage—courage for the great
sorrows of life, and patience for the small ones; it has ennobled
our souls so that we are able to rise stronger from disaster and
defeat.
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Desire for knowledge, like the thirst for riches, increases
with the acquisition of it. The mind of man is improved by
learning and reflection. We place a happy life in tranquility
of mind. We should not be contented with insignificance if we
are able to hew our way to better things.
From this abundant source comes another nugget of
gleaming yellow. This is service to our fellowmen. A man's
true wealth is the good that he does to his fellows. Everyone
must realize when he enters an institution of learning that he
must serve. This means not only physical service but also service
with the heart and mind. There are many ways in which we have served. Some
served gladly, others grumblingly. In college we learned to offer our service where it
would be the most useful and to make an effort to do our best.
The art of serving was brought out in our clubs and organizations. We learned
to do our part, and we yielded ourselves to the making of a
perfect whole whether on the football field or on the stage.
'All are needed by each one; Nothing is fair or good
alone.
And so we present to you the Milestone of 1934 hoping
that it, in years to come, may bring back to you memories
of the college where you made friends, received knowledge and
learned to serve.
"
. . . this thread of gold,
We would not have it tarnish; let us turn
Oft and look back upon the wondrous web,
And when it shineth, sometimes we shall know
That memory is possession."
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Eastern's greatest contribution to Richmond is the oppor-
tunity it affords our young people to obtain a high class edu-
cation. Here, any boy or girl, regardless of wealth or lack of
it, may obtain a good education at a minimum expense. No
Richmond boy or girl, with the slightest degree of ambition,
need lack a college education.
Eastern with its curricula of arts and science, adds to the
cultural tone of our city. Association with the splendid corps of
teachers in the school develops our cultural education and
brings to the fore the better things in life and living. Learned, well written articles,
prepared by Eastern faculty members and published in current periodicals, scholarly
addresses made by Eastern faculty members in many parts of the county, all attract
favorable attention to our city.
Eastern brings to our city a high type of citizen. The fine
young men and women who attend our school and the men and
women of the faculty are a credit to our city.
And in business, Eastern adds much to our community.
With a plant worth a million dollars, with a large corps of
teachers and instructors, and with a large student body con-
stantly in residence in Richmond, many hundreds of thousands
of dollars pour into the coffers of our merchants and citizens.
Richmond's stores are better than the stores in the average town our size because of
Eastern. Our merchants appreciate greatly the cordial relations that exist between
them and the faculty and student body of our school.
Through its splendid athletic teams, Eastern brings favora-
ble publicity to our city in each sport season.
All in all, Eastern means much to Richmond. Our city is
fortunate to be the seat of such a school.
FRANK H. SHAFFER, Secretary,
Richmond Chamber of Commerce.
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Coates Administration Building
John Grant Crabbe Library
Ruric Nevel Roark Building
Burnam Hall
Weaver Health Building
Secluded Campus Glen
Sullivan Hall
Memorial Hall

Hall to thee, our Alma Mater,
Faithful guide of youth,
Holding high amid the darkness
Duty, light, and truth;

Still above, the skies attend thee,
Still thy stately columns stand.

Still thy sons and daughters love thee,
Sing thy praises o'er the land.

All the earth's resplendent beauty
Nature gathered here,

Rolling lawns and trees and grasses
On thy hillsides fair;

Happy days within thy shadow,
Friends and comrades we have won,

Fill our hearts with exaltation
For thy work so nobly done.
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WILLIAM C. JONES
B. S., A. M., Ph. D.
Education
Dean
EMMA Y. CASE
A. B., A. M.
Dean of Women
MELVIN E. MATTOX
B. S., M. A.
Registrar
ELLEN PUGH
A. B., A. M.
Critic, Fifth Grade
D. THOMAS FERRELL
A. B., M. A.
Education
MARGARET LINGENFELSER
A. B., M. A.
Critic, First Grade
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H. L DONOVAN
A. B., A. M., Ph. D., LL. D.
President
CHAS. A. KEITH
3. A., M. A., Ped. D.
Dean o^ Men
CORNELIA NETTINGA
A. B„ B. Mus.
Music
KERNEY M. ADAMS
A. B., A. M.
Social Science
LILLY ELNORA KOHL
B. S., M. S.
Cafeteria Manager and
Home Economics
NANCY RICHARDSON PARK
A. B.
Cataloger
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MRS. JANET MURBACH
A. B., A. M.
French
VIRGIL BURNS
A. B., M. A.
Social Science
JACOB D. FARRIS
A. M., M. D.
Coilege Physician
J. DORLAND COATES
B. S., M. A.
Critic, Model High School
RUTH DIX
B. S., M. A.
Home Economics
MRS. LUCILLE WHITEHEAD
B. S.
Reference Librarian
J. T. DORRIS
A. B., A. M., Ph. D.
History and Government
R. R. RICHARDS
A. B., M. B. A.
Commerce
JULIAN PERRY TYNG
B. S., M. A.
Education
PEARL L BUCHANAN
A. B., M. A.
English—Speech
THOMAS C. SAMUELS
B. S., Ph. C.
Coach
ANNIE ALVIS
A. B., M. A.
Critic, Sixth Grade
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CORA LEE
B. S., M. A.
Critic, Mode! Hiqh School
N. G. DENISTON
B. S.
Industrial Arts
ALLIE M. FOWLER
B. S., M. A.
Art
WILLIAM L. KEENE
B. S., M. A.
English
MAY C. HANSEN
B. S„ M. A.
Education
MEREDITH J. COX
B. S., M. A.
Chemistry
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ARNIM DEAN HUMMELL
B. S., M. S., Ph. D.
Physics
MARY FRANCES McKINNEY
B. S., M. A.
Geography
THOMAS E. McDONOUGH
B. S., M. A.
Physical Education and Health
ELIZABETH WILSON
B. S., M. A.
Critic, Third Grade
G. M. GUMBERT
B. S., A. M.
Agriculture
HARRIETTE V. KRICK
A. B., Ph. D.
Biology
h e
DEAN W. RUMBOLD
B. S., Ph. D.
Bioloav
MARY FLOYD
A. B., M. A.
Librarian and History
G. O. BRYANT
A. B., A. M.
Critic, Mathematics
SMITH PARK
B. S., M. S„ Ph. D.
Mathematics
SAMUEL WALKER
A. B., A. M.
Principal, Model High Schoc
MRS. MARY EDMUNDS BARNH1LL
A. B., M. A., LL B.
English
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GERTRUDE M. HOOD
A. B„ A. M.
Physical Education
ROY B. CLARK
A. B., A. M., Ph. D.
English
ANNA D. GILL
B. C. S., A. B.
Commerce
FRED A. ENGLE
A. B„ A. M.
Mathematics
ELIZA HANSON
A. B., M. A.
Critic, History
ALFRED S. PORTWOOD
A. B.
Freshman Coach
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GEORGE N. HEMBREE
B. C. S., A. B.
Physical Education
KATIE CARPENTER
A. B., A. M.
Principal, Rural Practice School
JANE CAMPBELL
Mus., A. B., A. M.
Music
NOEL B. CUFF
. S., A. M., Ph. D.
Psychology
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ELEANOR MEBANE
A. B., M. A.
Art
P. M. GRISE
A. B., M. A.
Critic, Model High School
EDITH G. FORD
C. S., A. B., A. M.
Commerce
MARY KING BURRIER
B. S., M. S.
Home Economics
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HELEN HULL LUTES
B. Mus.
Music
L. G. KENNAMER
A. B., B. S., M. A., Ph. D.
Geography and Geology
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ASHBY B. CARTER
B. S.
Agriculture and Sanitary Science
MARY L ADAMS
B. S., M. A.
Critic, Home Economics
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MAUDE GIBSON
Art
RICHARD A. EDWARDS
A. B., A. M.
Director of Training School
BROWN E. TELFORD
B. S.
Piano
ISABEL BENNETT
A. B., B. S.
Circulation Librarian
WILLIAM J. MOORE
A. B.. A. M.. Ph. D.
Economics
ANNA A. SCHNIEB
A. B., A. M., Ph. D.
Education
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C. E. CALDWELL
A. B., B. S., A. M.
Mathematics
GERMANIA J. WINGO
B. S., M. A.
Critic. Fourth Grade
CHARLES T. HUGHES
A. B.
Coach
JAMES E. VAN PEURSEM
A. B., B. Mus.
Music
ELIZA HUGHES
A. B., A. M.
Physical Education
THOMAS C. HERNDON
B. S., M. A., Ph. D.
Chemistry
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E
G. M. BROCK
Business Agent
LUCILE DERRICK
Secretary to the
Director of Research
R. H. MATHERLY
Assistant in
Cafeteria
W. A. AULT
Superintendent
Buildings and
Grounds
AUGUSTA DAUGHERTY
Cashier and Stenographer
E. P. McCONNELL
Bookkeeper
INEZ McKINLEY
Assistant Bookkeeper
and Stenographer
EDNA WHITE
Registered Nurse
MARIE L. ROBERTS
Housekeeper
Suiiivan Hall
MRS. J. DORLAND COATES
Secretary to the
Registrar
MRS. HELEN W. PERRY
Stenographer,
Registrar's Office
KATHERINE MORGAN
Secretary to the
President
LOIS COLLEY
Secretary to
Business Agent
FRED BALLOU
Book Store Clerk
MAYE M. WALTZ
Stenographer, Office
of Director of
Research
EUNICE WINGO
Secretary to the
Dean of Women
MAYME COOPER
Secretary, Director
of Extension
BESSIE H. GRIGGS
Information Clerk
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CLASS OFFICERS
CAROLINE MOORES MAYNARD BODIE L. G KENNAMER JAMES BURNETTE ROBERT MARTIN
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Seven years ago a Lone Eagle rose from Roosevelt Field to soar through the
boundless sky to Paris. That flight is history. Four years ago four hundred freshmen,
individually and collectively, set out on an equally perilous journey through equally
uncharted seas.
The caravan which will be given diplomas is made up of those who matriculated
four years ago and recruits from caravans which started the arduous journey earlier.
Our happiness is tinged with pathos when we think of those who had been stranded
along the way. The details of the college career of those who continued are as
commonplace as they are unexciting, so that it is somewhat absurd to write a history
of this class. Not now, but fifty years hence the history of this class must be written.
It is not hard to imagine what our history as a class has been. Graduated from
the secondary schools in an era when commencement speakers were telling fond parents
and conceited graduates that we were just entering a Golden Age, we came to college
to realize that we were in the midst of economic disaster. Then the cynic began to tell
us that the end of civilization was nigh. May it be said to our everlasting credit that
we learned to scorn the sullen pessimist as we had formerly learned to look with disdain
on the blatant optimist. But in many ways we are very fortunate. We are the first
class to graduate in a new era. Adversity has caused reflection and today we are
better prepared for the problems which confront us.
At all times our class has been in the forefront of things. It has held high the
banner of leadership and fearlessness in campus activities; it has revered the traditions
handed down by other classes when these traditions were considered good, and dis-
regarded them with contempt when they were found deficient.
We sing no swan song; rather ours is a dawn song. The steel of our personalities
having been properly tempered, it must now be sent to the stone to be sharpened.
Yet it is with sincerest regrets that we must now say, "Auf Wiedersehen."
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Nell Guy McNamara, A. B., B. S.
"Miss Nell"
MT. STERLING, KENTUCKY
Major—Commerce
Social Science Club
Canterbury Club
Sigma Tau Pi
Secretary Montgomery County Club
jy
Casey Morton, A. B.
hurley
JEREMIAH, KENTUCKY
Major— English
Canterbury Club
Social Science Club
Frances Addis, A. B.
LIGON, KENTUCKY
Major—£nglish
Sigma Lambda
Canterbury Club
Usher Committee
Dormitory Social Life Committee
Harold D. Mullen, B. S.
"Moon"
GEORGETOWN, KENTUCKY
Major— Industrial Arts
Social Science Club
Y. M. C. A.
Glee Club
Track
Cheer Leader
Head Cheer_Leader '33
Pep Club
Woman HaterslClub '31
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Robert Richard Martin, A. B.
"Bob"
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
* A
Major—History
President Senior Class, 1934
President World Affairs Club
Social Science Club
Clara Mae Nelson, B. S.
SADIEVILLE, KENTUCKY
Major—Home Economics
y. w. c. a.
Home Economics Club
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J. D. Turley, Jr., B. S.
HARRODSBURG, KENTUCKY
Major—Industrial Arts
Editor Milestone
—
'34
President Junior Class
—
'33
Vice-President Sophomore Class
—
'32
Treasurer Freshman Class
—
'31
Art Editor Milestone—"31, '32, '33
Progress Cartoonist
—
'31, '32, '33
Mary Emma Vaughn, B. S.
"Mary"
MIDDLE5BORO, KENTUCKY
Major—Chemistry
Madrisal Club
Pep Club
Student Council
e
Harold Prim, B. Srr
EELLEVUE, KENTUCKY
Major—Commerce
Men's Glee Club
President Men's Glee Club '33
Milestone, Business Manager, '34
Little Theatre Club
Alpha Zeta Kappa
Sigma Tau Pi
Associate Editor, Progress, '31
Editor, Progress, '32
President, Northern Kentucky Club, '33
Secretary K, I. P. A., '31, '32
Mary Virginia Lane, B. S.
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Major—Mathematics
French Club
Y W. C A.
Library Staff
Transferred from Tennessee Polytechnic Institute, 1933
Albert W. Crumbaugh, B S.
"Al"
AUGUSTA, KENTUCKY
Major— Education
Progress Reporter, '31
Co-editor Progress, '32
Managing Editor Progress, '33
Editor-m-Chief Progress, '34
Member College Interpretation Committee of Kentucky Educational
Commission, '34
Secretary Elementary Council, '32
Vice-President of K. I. P. A., '34
Alpha Zeta Kappa
Gladys Frances Norris, A. B.
RICHMOND," KENTUCKY
Major—Art
Pencil and Brush Club
Social Science Club
Milestone Staff
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l^k Mary Elston, B. S.
Pest
TURNERS STATION, KENTUCKY
Major—Primary Education
Progress Staff
Milestone Staff
Senior Representative to Social Committee
Elementary Council
Social Science Club
Calloway Taulbee, B. S.
"Cal"
PORTSMOUTH, OHIO
Major—Mathematics
Social Committee
Milestone
Little Theatre Club
Ernestine Price, B. S.
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COTTONBURG, KENTUCKY
Major— Elementary Education
Elementary Council
John L. Zachary, B. S.
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Major—Rural Education
Rural Life Club
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Roy B. Taylor, A. B.
"T I "
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LONDON. KENTUCKY
Major— History
a*
Mrs. Roy B. Taylor, B. S.
LONDON, KENTUCKY
Major—Elementary Education
Mrs. Beula Honaker Cornett, B. S.
"Boots"
BURNING SPRINGS, KENTUCKY
Major—Education
Clarence Maggard, B. S.
"Red"
IINDA, KENTUCKY
Major—Mathematics
Social Science Club
Alpha Zeta Kappa
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s James Bruce Champion/ A.. B.
"Champ"
BONDVILLE, KENTUCKY
Major—History
Glee Club
Orchestra
Sigma Tau Pi
y. M. C. A.
Base Ball
Lucy East, A. B.
MILL SPRINGS, KENTUCKY
Major—English
Canterbury_Club
Student Council
Oliver L. Cornett, B. S.
"Red"
FOGERTOWN, KENTUCKY
Major—Ma thematic
Caroline Moores
"Little John"
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Major—Dramatic Art
Little Theatre Club
Member of Ushering Force
Alpha Zeta Kappa
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Ruby Watson, B. S.
"Ruby Do"
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY
Major—Elementary Education
President Pep Club
Progress Staff
Cheer Leader
Band Sponsor, '33
Rural Life Club, Vice-President, '32
T&
". C. McDamel, Jr., A. B.
"Mack"
BURNING SPRINGS.. KENTUCKY
Major—HistOT
Social Science Club, President
Men's Glee Club
Basketball, Captain
"E" Club
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Gertrude Angel, B. S.
WILLIAMSBURG, KENTUCKY
Major—Elementary Education
Leland Wilson, B. S.
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Major— Physics
Swimming Team
Track
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Sara Margaret White, B. S.
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Major—Chemistry
Little Theatre Club
Student Usher
Pep Club
Dan Conley, A. B.
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY
Major—English
Rural Life Club
Blanche Lee Thomas, A. B.
"Boots"
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Major—English
Canterbury Club
Social Science Club
Sigma Lambda
Carl T. Hancock, B. S.
STAMPING GROUND, KENTUCKY
Major— Mathematics
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Robert M. Carpenter, B. S.
"Bob"
BEREA, KENTUCKY
Major—Biology
Alma Frances Sams, A. B.
WEST IRVINE, KENTUCKY
Major—English
Canterbury Club
French Club
Garland Jett, A. B.
"Big Blue"
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Major—History
Sigma Tau Pi
Andrew H. Wilder, B. S.
BEREA, KENTUCKY
Major—Mathematics
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A Margaret Louise Fish, B.'S.
"Fish"
MT. VERNON, KENTUCKY
Major—Intermediate Education
Social Science Club
y. W. C A.
Horace Mann Literary Society
Madrigal Club
Elementary Council
Lucian Burch, A. B.
"Bush"
ENDEE, KENTUCKY
Major—Geology and Geography
Sigma Tau Pi
Grova Lee Peters, B. S.
"Woods ie"
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Major—Primary Education
Elementary Council
Home Economics Club
James Clyde Linville,
ROCKFORD, KENTUCKY
B. S.
Major—Agriculture
Agriculture Forum
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Talmadge DeWitt, B. S.
"Tallie"
CORBIN, KENTUCKY
Major—Physical Education
President, Physical Education Club
Secretary, "E" Club, '33
Men's Glee Club
Vice-President, Y. M. C. A., '32
President, Freshman Class, '31
President, Sophomore Class, '32
Prosress Staff
Swimming Instructor
Barbara Alexander/ B. S.
"Bobbie"
MIDDLESBORO, KENTUCKY
Major—Home Economics
President, Home Economics Club, '33
Vice-President, Home Economics Club, '32, r,'34
Little Theatre Club
Dormitory Office Force
b
R. Cosby, B. S.
"Josh"
RED HOUSE, KENTUCKY
Major—Industrial Arts
Little Theatre Club
"E" Club
Milestone Staff
Progress Staff
Social Science Club
Physical Education Club
Mary L. Branham, A. B.
LOUISA, KENTUCKY
Major—English
y. w c. a.
World Affairs Club, Reporter
Canterbury Club
Vice-President, Baptist Student Union
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Derbert Merenbloom, B. S.
"Derb"
CORBIN, KENTUCKY
Major— Chemistry
Football
Glee Club, President, '34
Orchestra
Caduceus Club
Swimming Team
Violin Scholarship, '34
Helen Johnson Epperson/ B. S.
PIKEVILLE, KENTUCKY
Major— Education
Social Science Club
Home Economic Clubs
Madrigal Club
James Burnette, A. B.
' Jimmie"
SHELBYVILLE, KENTUCKY
Major—History
Glee Club
Physical Education Club
Football
Track
Social Science Club
Cafeteria Club
Georgia Bush, A. B.
WACO, KENTUCKY
Major—History
Social Science Club
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Margaret Durham, B. S.
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Major—Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi
Little Theatre Club
Madrigal Club
B S U Council
Social Science Club
W. F. Doane, B. S.
"Shorty"
LONDON, KENTUCKY
Major— Mathematics
Social Science Club
Y. M C A
Nelle Evelyn Anderson, A. B.
JONFSVILLE VIRGINIA
Major—History
Madrigal Club
Canterbury Club
B. D. Knox, A. B.
CARLISLE. KENTUCKY
Major— History
Social Science Club
Alpha Zeta Kappa
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Joe Dennis, B. S.
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MILLERSBURG, KENTUCKY
Mdjor—Biology
Glee Club
Biology Club
Physical Education Club
Vice-President, Bourbon CountylOub
Edna Louise Rowlette, B. S.
"Teddy"
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Major—Rural Education
Progress Staff
Logan D. Taylor, A. B.
"Squad"
IONIA, KENTUCKY
Major—History
Social Science Club
Library Staff
Anna M. Meyers, B. S.
Ann
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Major—Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi, Secretary, '33
Sigma Lambda
Progress Staff
Milestone Staff
Social Science Club
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Maynard L. Bodie, B. S.
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SOMERSET, KENTUCKY
Major—Biology
Little Theatre Club
Biology Club
Progress Staff
Ula Fike, B. S.
"Fikey"
WACO, KENTUCKY
Major—Rural Education
Rural Life Club, President, '33
y. W. C. A., Secretary
Home Economics Cub
Elementary Council
Social Science Club
Canterbury Club
Sigma Tau Pi
Landon L. McDowell, B. S.
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WEST IRVINE, KENTUCKY
Major— Chemistry
Thelma Dixon, B. S.
"Half-pint"
LONDON, KENTUCKY
Major—Early Elementary Education
Social Science Club
Elementary Council
y. w. C- a.
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Flossie Runyon, B. S.
McVeigh, Kentucky
Major—Home Economics
Home Economics Club
Evelyn Cress, A. B.
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Major— Enslish
Lucy Irene Onstott, B. S.
MORELAND, KENTUCKY
Major—Intermediate Education
Elementary Council
Social Science Club
y. w. c. a.
Dormitory Student Council
Dormitory Office Staff
Alberta Delk Mullen, A. B.
"Bert"
FAUBUSH, KENTUCKY
Major—English
Canterbury Club
Social Science Club
Y. W. C A.
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C. R. Rader, A. B.
"Cliff"
EGYPT, KENTUCKY
Major—Geography and Geology
Glee Club
Band
Milestone Staff
Social Science Club
Gladys Evelyn Simpson,
oimp
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
B. S.
Major—Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi \
m
Orville Hamilton, B. S.
"Big Boy"
BROOKSVILLE, KENTUCKY
Major—Commerce
Elizabeth Geraldine Gragg,
"Lib"
PINEVILLE, KENTUCKY
Major—Education
Transfer from William and Mary College
Pep Club, '32, '33
Elementary Council, President, '34
Dormitory Student Council, '33
Dormitory Office Staff, '34
Y. W. C, A.
I S.
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Ernestine Cox, A. B.
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Major—Geography
World Affairs Club
Richard Ancil Hamlin, B. S.
"Dick"
WHITLEY CITY, KENTUCKY
Major—Mathematics
Mildred Boyer, B. S.
"Milly"
CAMPBELLSBURG, KENTUCKY
Major—Elementary Education
y. w. c a.
Social Science Club
B. S. U.
Elementary Council
ames Bose Moore, B. S.
bossie
BEREA, KENTUCKY
Majo r—Lornr.yCi:
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Newton Oakes, B. S.
"CI - "ohm
OLDTOWN, KENTUCKY
Major—Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi
Business Manager Milestone
Social Science Club
Alpha Zeta Kappa
y. M. C A.
Edith Bo g ie, B. S.
"Shorty"
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
Major—Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi, V.ce-President, '34
N
Willard Knoppe, B. S.
"Nope"
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY
Major—Chemistry
Mrs. Willard Knoppe, A. B.
oenie
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY
Major—Enalish
Canterbury Club
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Mary Boxley, B. S.
COVINGTON, KENTUCKY
Major— Intermediate Education
Progress Staff
Elementary Council
Madrigal Club
Stephen Keith, B. S.
"Sheriff"
MANCHESTER, KENTUCKY
Major—Mathematic
Alpha Zeta Kappa
Iris Jones, A. B.
UNION CITY, KENTUCKY
Major - English
Little Theatre Club
Canterbury Club
Madrigal Club
Charles Howard Morgan, B. S.
CORINTH, KENTUCKY
Major—Biology
Agricultural Forum
Sigma Tau Pi
World Affairs Club
Biology Club
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Ruth Boxley, B. S.
COVINGTON, KENTUCKY
Major— Intermediate Education
Process Staff
Elementary Council
Madrigal Club b
!
Chester Spears, A. B.
MIDDLEBURG, KENTUCKY
Major— History
Social Science Club
Canterbury Club \
World Affairs Club
Mrs. Gertrude Bell Roysdon
;
B. S.
Uertie
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Major—Education
Social Science Club
Elementary Council
Maynard Stamper, B. S.
"Pi "Doe
WAYNESBURG, KENTUCKY
Major— Chemistry
Alpha Zeta Kappa
President, V. M C A,, '30, '31
Eastern Progress Staff
Social Committee
World Affairs Club
President, Pencil and Brush Club, '31
Caduceus Club
Vice-President, Senior Class, Summer, '33
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b Glen Shepherd, B. S.
"Shep"
PAINTLICK, KENTUCKY
Major—Commerce
Beulah Ramsey, B. S.
BRANDENBURG, KENTUCKY
Major—Primary Education
Elementary Council
Y. W C. A.
Robert Hendrix, A.
"Bob"
WOOTON, KENTUCKY
Mdjor—-Mathematics
Social Science Club
Rural Life Club
y. M. C. A.
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HOMER ROBBINS DOROTHY TYNG CLAYBOURNE STEPHENS FAY WHITE MARY E. BARNHILL
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The time is 1975, the place is a "waystation" near the western end of the high-
way of life, and the words that we are about to read are the reminiscences of a former
student of Eastern State Teachers College. The subject of his day dream is "My
classmates and I during our first three years at Eastern".
We entered Eastern September 18, 1931 with 415 in our ranks. In number we
were superior, but the sophomores, juniors, and seniors soon convinced us that quality
often outweighs quantity. After a year of orientation by a group of humiliating
upperclassmen, most of us, under the leadership of Jack Allen, president; Dorothy
Tyng, vice-president; Ed Hill, secretary-treasurer; and Dr. Noel B. Cuff, class adviser,
emerged full-fledged college students.
We returned to Eastern the next year, 1932. Though our class was somewhat
reduced in number, we set about to show the juniors and seniors that something good
could come from a bunch of freshmen. Our first step toward that goal was to elect
Sam Beckley, president; Homer Robbins, vice-president; Lloyd Dykes, treasurer;
and Elizabeth Clouse, secretary. Dr. Thomas C. Herndon was our class adviser. As
a result of our determination to make good, several of our members became out-
standing in campus activities. We contributed material to the football and basket-
ball squads, one of our number being elected captain of the former. We also offered
the first co-ed editor of the Eastern Progress.
The second year passed and soon we were back on the campus organizing our
class for the third time. To continue our march of progress we selected Claybourne
Stephens, president; Homer Robbins, vice-president; Dorothy Tyng, secretary; and
Fay White, treasurer. Mrs. Mary E. Barnhill was class adviser.
Being loyal to tradition, we entertained the seniors at the Annual Junior Prom,
which was the outstanding social event of the year. Those of our number who had
launched into varsity athletics during their sophomore year grew in favor with their
coaches, the students, and their fellow team mates. The scholastic record of our
class was one of which we were proud.
Hush! it is too late; our day dreamer has awakened. The Junior Class must work
together for one more year before its class history can be completed.
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BEN ASHMORE
Madisonville, Kentucky
DAISY BROUSHTON
Pineville, Kentucky
LLOYD DYKES
Luretha, Kentucky
ELSIE DENNEY
Montlcello, Kentucky
JOHN CARL SPARROW
Richmond, Kentucky
RUTH MARIE HERRELL
Middlesboro, Kentucky
MANUEL C. MONTGOMERY
Arabia, Kentucky
MRS. HURSCHEL HARDIN
Bethel, Kentucky
SAM C. BECKLEY
Shelbyville, Kentucky
ALICE MORGAN
Carrollton, Kentucky
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CLAYBOURNE STEPHENS
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
LUCILLE CASE
Richmond, Kentucky
EVADEAN SQUIRES
Whitesburg, Kentucky
LLOYD SWITZER
Corinth, Kentucky
ELMER HART
Bardstown, Kentucky
MRS. CHESTER SPEARS
Mid dies burg, Kentucky
HERBERT HOGAN
Beattyville, Kentucky
JOSEPH MECCIA
Lynch, Kentucky
JOHN TARTER
Mintonville, Kentucky
DIXIE JONES
Dreyfus, Kentucky
\
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MARY E. JOHNSON
Crittenden, Kentucky
MINOR E. CLARK
Waddy, Kentucky
DOROTHY TYNG
Richmond, Kentucky
JACK ALLEN
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
LUCY MONTJOY
Mt. Ster'Ing, Kentucky
EARL T. HENDERSON
Bethlehem, Kentucky
JOSEPHINE KINCAID
Paris, Kentucky
DAISY CHAMBERS
Baptist, Kentucky
ADA GRAY GILLIAM
Corb'n, Kentucky
LUTHER C. JONES
Dizney, Kentucky
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CURTIS FARLEY
Loyal!, Kentucky
RUTH TALBOTT
North Middletown, Kentucky
FRANK ROSE
Canpton, Kentucky
MARIAM HERBST
Ashland, Kentucky
CARL WARD
Ezel, Kentucky
WILLIE MAE CURTIS
Crab Orchard, Kentucky
JOHNNY E. GAMBILL
Benge, Kentucky
THELMA HILL
Winchester, Kentucky
RODGER LEE WILSON
Richmond, Kentucky
MARTHA JANE LOCKE
Kettle Island, Kentucky
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MARGARET RHODES
Flemingsburg, Ky.
DENVER C. HOWARD
Harlan, Kentucky
VIRGIL ROWLETTE
Richmond, Kentucky
EUNICE WITT WINN
Irvine, Kentucky
HAZEL WOODRUM
B ra d ford svi lie, Kentucky
CARL M. CLIFTON
Old town, Kentucky
CLEO. M. WITT
Wisemantown, Kentucky
GLEN FAULKNER
Williamsburg, Kentucky
CHESTER A. CROSS
Junction City, Kentucky
FRANCES HONCHELL
Richmond, Kentucky
n e
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GORDON NASH BETTY MARZ DON MICHELSON WALTER MAVITY T. C HERNDON
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Under the intelligent leadership of Dr. T. C. Herndon and the above mentioned
officers, we, the Sophomore Class, have come to the end of another successful year
at Eastern.
We came to Eastern as freshmen in the fall of 1932. During that year we buried
our pride and bore nobly the taunts from the upper classmen, knowing that the day
would come when we too might chide the frosh of the school. Many of us joined
the clubs of the campus most closely connected with our work and our interests, and
for which we put forth our best efforts. At first we were treated with indifference,
as are all freshmen, but later we were recognized and welcomed as capable leaders.
We came back in 1933 to resume our studies and to take upon our shoulders
the responsibilities of college life for which some are so well fitted. Such leading or-
ganizations as the Madrigal Club and Little Theatre Club have chosen their leaders
from the class of 36. We were respresented exceptionally well in the oratorical con-
test sponsored by the college. We are proud to say that one of our most charming
members was chosen "Miss Popularity".
Some of us will receive our certificates this year and will go out to take up our
work as teachers in our beloved state; some will leave us for other important reasons;
many of us will continue our work at Eastern for two more years. We feel a strong
attachment for the members of our class, and we are sad that some must leave us
and the college from which they have derived such joy and happiness.
"All that's height must fade.
The heightest still the fleetest;
All that's sweet was made
But to be last when sweetest"
—Moore.
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EARNEST G. BROWN
Triplett, Kentucky
EMMA LEAVELL HAGAN
Lancaster, Kentucky
VIOLA FIKE
Waco, Kentucky
BESSIE BAUMGARDNER
Middlesboro, Kentucky
M. EDWARD BROCK
Kettle Island, Kentucky
MILDRED HANCOCK
Owenton, Kentucky
MARSHALL J. NEY
Fort Thomas, Kentucky
THELMA HOPKINS
Jenkins, Kentucky
MELVA WALKER
Betlevue, Kentucky
BETTY MARZ
Newport, Kentucky
ELIZABETH HALL
Covington, Kentucky
VIRGINIA MINK
Livingston, Kentucky
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R'JTH HAYS
Springfield, Kentucky
LILLIAN M. COX
Paint Lick, Kentucky
LUELLA HOUCHIN
Lawrenceburg, Kentucky
WILLIS McKEE
3ondvi!le, Kentucky
ROYAL D. GRAHAM
Cornishville, Kentucky
HAZEL TOOMBS
Danville, Kentucky
MARTHA DRAKE
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
ANNA WYLES
Cynthiana, Kentucky
ELLA RAY HAST1E
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
ERCELLE E. SANDERS
Hubble, Kentucky
EDNA LILLIAN McHARGUE MARY ELIZABETH HAMMACK
Pine Hill, Kentucky Paint Lick, Kentucky
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MARY ANN CORNETT
Boone vi He, Kentucky
FRANK HILL
Germ an town, Kentucky
SARAH F. GOODRICH
Versailles, Kentucky
ROBERT L RICE
Richmond, Kentucky
MABEL HERREN
3radfordsville, Kentucky
ADELAIDE M. GRAY
Newport, Kentucky
VIEBIE L. CATRON
Cartwright, Kentucky
WALTER L MAVITY
Somerset, Kentucky
ZERELDA LAKE
Springfield, Kentucky
M. ALIENE CONLEE
Taylorsvilie, Kentucky
RUTH E. DISNEY
Corbin, Kentucky
MARIAN HAGAN
Richmond, Kentucky
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BURNADEAN TODD
Bobtown, Kentucky
RICKMAN POWERS
Verona, Kentucky
MARJORIE SMITH
Corbin, Kentucky
ORBIN GREENE
Hu!en, Kentucky
FRIEDA L. CLOWERS
Irvine, Kentucky
ADA MOORE
Fillmore, Kentucky
IRONA ASHLEY
Richmond, Kentucky
WILLIAM J. FLECK
Russell, Kentucky
TEDDIE A. SMYTH
Union Hall, Kentucky
GEORGIA LOU BURCH
Endee, Kentucky
EDWINA MURRAY
Ashland. Kentucky
FRANCES HANNA
Sheibyville, Kentucky
n e
ROBERT LEWIS TERRILL
Richmond, Kentucky
DOROTHY C. CREWS
ShelbyviHe, Kentucky
J. THOMAS FARRIS
Richmond, Kentucky
DORA GOBLE
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
HAROLD W. BENTLE
Falmouth, Kentucky
ELIZABETH MATTHEWS
Crittenden, Kentucky
S:
MINNIE L. RICHARDSON
Witt, Kentucky
KATHERINE PRATHER
Owenton, Kentucky
SUSAN GRAGG
Pinevil'e, Kentucky
GOLDIE EMERICK RACE
Brodhead, Kentucky
ELOISE YOUNG
Lawrenceburg, Kentucky
NEVA LEOTA WILLIS
Milton, Kentucky
n e
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The morning of September 20, 1933, found three hundred eighty-seven greenies
expectantly trodding the famed soil of Eastern's campus. Not really greenies, but
branded that title by sophisticated upperclassmen. (Curses on those oppressive
"higher ups". They gave us more trouble the first few weeks of school than did
any other one source.)
Our ignorance proved to be a happy hunting ground of amusement for the
shallow minded sophomores. Beinq unacquainted, disorganized, and unfamiliar to our
new surroundings and to our brother unfortunates, we staggered under the embarrass-
ing blows dealt by those who wielded the weapon of higher intelligence. But you
can't fool all the people all the time, neither can you fool all the freshmen. Some of
them realized that upperclass authority was a jinx and acted accordingly, which proved
detrimental to the dignities of several sophomores. The cool water of the lily pond,
and its inhabitants, the gold fish, proved inviting hostesses to upperclassmen as well
as freshmen. Such conditions characterized the first few weeks of school and led to
misunderstandings and friction.
It was not long, however, before we began to get accustomed to our new
routine. Just what to expect and just what was expected of us we soon learned, and,
as a reply, we accepted our privileges, shouldered our responsibilities, and made,
during the fall semester, a record of which our fellow classmen may be justly proud.
But now, all grudge we have held against our supposedly intellectual superiors
we lay aside, and in its place we substitute an eager willingness to cooperate with
them to the fullest extent to attain in our supreme objective—success in all scholastic
undertakings.
h e
NANCY COVINGTON
Richmond, Kentucky
F. T. SATTERWHITE
Owen ton, Kentucky
MARIE E. REYNOLDS
Tyner, Kentucky
a£
MARTHA GRAY
Cynthiana, Kentucky
PAULINE MAE SANDERS
Cornishvilie, Kentucky
JULIA SOUTHARD VERNA CATHERINE SCHIRMER
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky Eagle Station, Kentucky .
EDWARD D. DUNCAN
Mill Springs, Kentucky
EDNA M. TRIVETTE
Pulaski, Kentucky
HUBERT M. COLLETT
Callaway, Kentucky
BELMA L. FOX
Chevrolet, Kentucky
BETTY LEE MULLEN
Middlesboro, Kentucky
LEE L. POYNTER
Crab Orchard, Kentucky
GRACE ANN HENDERSON
South Irvine, Kentucky
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EDWARD CONGLETON
Richmond, Kentucky
VELMA LEE PERKINS
Burnside, Kentucky
WILLIE C. DAWAHARE
Neon, Kentucky
ODESSA M. BISHOP
Oneida, Kentucky
EDMOND T. HESSER
Newport, Kentucky
EDNA HOPKINS
Waliins Creek, Kentucky
EDITH WEST HENSLEY
Si be rt, Kentucky
MARY E. LAUBISCH
Florence, Kentucky
LOUIS HUBBLE
Kirksville, Kentucky
IDA MAE HART
Richmond, Kentucky
ROBERT MORRIS CREECH
Richmond, Kentucky
LOUISE KENDALL
Elizaville, Kentucky
STELLA NEVELS
St. Louis, Missouri
DOROTHY A. RICH
Lancaster, Kentucky
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GEORGE H. COOK
Hatton, Kentucky
EVA L. MOODY
Burnside, Kentucky
EDITH ALLINGTON
Newport, Kentucky
MARY SUE BALL
California, Kentucky
GAY L. WILLIAMS
Flat Gap, Kentucky
ALINE BERNICE JONES
Berea, Kentucky
JOHN WRIGHT MOORE
Falmouth, Kentucky
MARTHA REED
Newport, Kentucky
FORREST MORELAND
Georgetown, Kentucky
KATHERINE WILSON
Guston, Kentucky
VIRGINIA D. BURGESS
Beat+yville, Kentucky
VELMA JENNINGS SAMUELS
Berea, Ken xucky
JACK HUGHES
Frankfort, Kentucky
LA VERNE DOOLIN
Bryantsville, Kentucky
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CAROLINE HUGO
Bellevue, Kentucky
LEON T. WRIGHT
Georgetown, Kentucky
TERRILL A. WILSON
Jabez. Kentucky
NAOMI GOBLE
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
EULOGIA C. BONETA
Rio Pudros, Puerto Rico
LILLIE M. GILES
Harlan, Kentucky
RAY COOPER
Thor, Kentucky
SAMUEL MILLER
Lancaster, Kentucky
EDNA H. NELSON
Lancaster, Kentucky
WILLARD S. SANFORD
Bohon, Kentucky
MARY ELEANOR DENNY
Richmond, Kentucky
CLEDA R. LEE
Tyner, Kentucky
ROBERT W. MAVITY
Covington, Kentucky
JANE O. HENDREN
Kirksville, Kentucky
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ATTENDANTS
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MOST POPULAR
-
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HERE
1. Gibson Girls
2. An English Major??? and
3. Back from Town
4. Filling Station???
5. Old Man of the Mountain
6. Off to Class
7. Poor Pup
8. Come Up and See Us
Sometime
9. Mehitable and Keeper
10. Where's Napoleon?
I I. Big Time Red
12. Oh, please Mama
13. All Oakes
14. Sure I Do
15. Pug-Ney-Shus
I 6. Roll Them Bones
17. Back from the Gym
18. Stacked Pretty High
19. Hauled Another Load Away
20. Still in the Family
21. Man Mountain
22. Please Martha
23. Convalescent
TMERE
Hats Off in Presence
of Ladies
2. Watch the Birdie
3. Why Girls Go Wrong
4. Between Statesmen
5. Child Prodigies
6. Ergs Wasted
7. Burnam Fixtures
8. Paae Solomon
9. Love's Labour Lost
! 0. Four Horsemen
I I. And Eve Ate the Apple
12. Three Lovely Girls
I 3. Apollo .and Co.
1 4. Ex
15. Ye Editor
16. What! No bugs?
17. Mere Maids
IS. One Grasshopper Jumped
19. Dina-mlght
20. Beauty and the Beast
21. Gold-dust Twins,
22. Groucho
13. Einstein
CARBON
COPIES
I. Little Joe and Will
2. Hazel
3. John
4. Abner and Dave
5. Beeman
6. Jalce
7. Bob, Ed., and Gertrude
8. Charlie
9. Big Joe
10. Will Jett
II. Dee Gr
12. Andy, Irwin, and Weslie
ORIGINALS
1. A Slow Train Thru Arkansas
2. "Say Ah"
3. According to Morrison
4. According to Edwards
5. "Gimme the Registrar's"
6. Mr. and Mrs.
7. Railroad
S. Statistics Show
—
9. Indigestion
10. Muscle bound
I I
.
Knee Action
12. "What's your hurry?"
13. Commerce, French, and Math.
14. h'arpo and Zeppo
15. "The whole point is"
16. Art and Ain't
17. "Am I Mortified?"
18. "I Should Think"
19. Casey had struck out
20. "Just a moment, please."
21. "Be Specific"
X. D o, re, me, ta
i, \mm
DORMITORY
NIGHT LIRE
I. Night-Mares
2. ??True Love??
3. "Key please"
4. Whai-a-man
5. Studious
Wr
6. ??What's this??
7. Mourner's Bench
8. Nightwork
9. Oh, Henry!!!
10. Reasons for birth control
11. Ah!—Ah!
12. Maestro
13. Dope Fiends
14. Deception
J^
ON TWE
CAMPUS
Name It and Ta!<e It
2. Me and My Shadow
3. P'ke
4. Eight Girls in
5. The Anvil Chorus
6. "Oh! my rib"
7. Faith, Hope and Charity
8. His Daily Disappointment
9. Alphabet Soup
i 0. Eauestriennes
II. Suitan
12. Between Classe
I i. Bull Business
14. (?Ain't They Cute?)
* -.» A2.i>-
DANIEL BOON& ,734-1934
The Class of 1934 recognizes the Bicentennial of the
birth of Daniel Boone. The Daniel Boone Bicentennial
Commission, initiated by a member of Eastern's history
staff and created by the 1934 session of the Kentucky
Legislature, has planned a worthy celebration in honor
of the Great Pioneer. Eastern is fortunate in being
located so near Boonesborough where Boone performed
his greatest service for Kentucky and the nation.
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CHARLES "TURKEY" HUGHES, A. B.
Athletic Coach
The leader of the varsity football and basketball teams
which have brought much to the glory of Eastern.
TOM C. SAMUELS, B. S.
Line Coach
His line has earned the reputation
of being one of the hardest ag-
gregations to be penetrated by
opposing backs.
ALFRED S. PORTWOOD, A. B.
Freshman Coach
Coach Portwood is to be congratu-
lated on the success of his teams.
Their record speaks for itself.
en°gi"bi|
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The Big Maroons of Eastern had a successful season in 1933 even though they
played the outstanding football elevens of the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic As-
sociation. Although the score books do not look so impressive in relation to high
scores, the fact that the entire regular team was made up of sophomores and juniors
makes the record seem highly satisfactory to all concerned.
Even though the record was not extremely impressive, the Maroons compiled one
of the most unigue set-ups in the history of football at Eastern. In the first three
games of the season with Union, Georgetown, and East Tennessee, the final outcome of
each of the tilts was a deadlock between the Maroon eleven and the opponent. Then
our boys lost a hard game to Transylvania in a fracas filled with thrills and mud galore.
Traveling to Morehead the next week, the Maroons made the Eagles bow to the on-
rushing sweep of the Eastern team. The following week found our boys beaten by
a desperate, fighting team of Louisville in one of the most hectic games seen in many
a day.
Eastern should have one of the most formidable clubs in the state next year as
only Derbert Merenbloom, James Burnefte, and Talmadge DeWitt are lost to the
squad. While Coach Hughes will miss these boys tremendously, he hopes to find
men from the freshman squad to fill their shoes. Coach Tom Samuel's line this past
year gained the reputation of being one of the hardest aggregations to be penetrated
by opposing backs in Kentucky, and it is to the boys on the line that Eastern owes its
success on the gridiron. The line consisted of such men as Captain Lloyd Dykes,
Michael Morris, and Roy Pille, ends; Richard Greenwell and Paul Tierney, tackles; J. T.
Hinkle, Clifford Schulte, and Talmadge DeWitt, guards; and Ernest Young, center.
While the backfield was not as outstanding as the line it also contained some very
valuable men. Homer Robbins, Edward Hill, Roy Gover, Derbert Merenbloom,
Marshall Robinson, Thomas Scott, and James Burnette were the best looking backs on
Coach Hughes' staff.
So with a hard schedule staring them in the face, Eastern's by-word next year will
be "Watch us go".
SEASON'S RESULTS
Eastern 6
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern 6
Eastern 7
Union 6
Georgetown
East Tennessee . .
Transylvania 6
Morehead
Louisville 13
-'
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ROBERTS
Manager
GGVER
Halfback
MICHELSON
Halfback
YOUNG
Center
HINKLE
Guard
DYKES
Captain
End
iURNETTE
Halfback
ROWLETTE
Halfback
ROBBINS
Halfback
SCHULTE
Guard
BINGHAM
End
PILLE
Tackle
^
t s
SCOTT
Quarterback
MORRIS
End
ROBINSON
Quarterback
MEPENBLOOM
Halfback
ALLEN HILL
Tackle Fullback
TERRILL
Center
GREENWELL
Tackle
DeWITT
Guard
Center
ROBBINS
Quarterback
FLECK
Fullback
MANSFIELD
Halfback
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Eastern is proud of her freshman football team this year, and rightly so, for the
freshman gridders of '33 were one of the best freshman aggregations ever to represent
the Maroon and White. The team was made up of former high school players
together with men new to the game who made up in fight and determination what
they lacked in actual experience.
Coach Al Portwood is to be congratulated on the fine showing his boys made for
the cause of football at Eastern. Coach Portwood has the hardest job of all the
coaching positions at Eastern, as he must take his varied type of material, teach it
the fundamentals of college football and then whip it into an aggregation that plays
as if it had played together for years.
The Little Maroons broke even on the season by winning two tilts and losing a
like number of contests. They first traveled to Georgetown where they met the
greatest freshman football team ever to represent the Scott county school. Inexperi-
ence caused our boys to allow the Cubs to account for twenty-five points the first
half, but the Eastern lads rose in all their might and held the much larger Georgetown
squad scoreless the rest of the encounter. At Centre, the next week, one play beat
the Baby Maroons in a heart-breaking game. With the score at a seven-seven stand-
still and the Eastern team on the Centre three yard line, after having pushed the
much heavier Centre men all over the field, a lateral pass was accidently received by
a lone Centre back who proceeded down the field for a touchdown and completely
broke the morale of the Maroon team. But with these experiences and tough breaks
behind them, the Eastern youngsters took the remaining two tilts by running wild over
the Morehead and Transylvania frosh elevens.
The freshmen should produce the outstanding men of Eastern's varsity eleven
next year, for they really have the material coming up. Probably the most promising
man on the squad was Murray Smith, quarterback, who is one of the classiest passers,
punters and drop-kickers the coaching staff has ever seen. Little Joe Hedges, one
of the speediest men in school, will be looked upon to show his wares for the varsity
in the way of elusive running. Bob Mavity also showed great promise of becoming
a varsity mainstay as he demonstrated ability as a line plunger and blocker on the
frosh eleven. Linemen such as Fulkerson, Edgington, Pennington, Yates, Bryant, and
Stevenson gave notice that they will be after regular berths on the varsity line next
year by their stellar play as freshmen. Yes, football prospects at Eastern are very
bright and we all hope that the freshmen keep up their good work next fall.
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Oeci^on 9
Eastern
Eastern 7
Eastern 22
Eastern 28
Re?ult?
Georgetown 25
Centre 25
Morehead . . 6
Transylvania
cs
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Eastern was not represented by the state S. I. A. A. champions this year, but
Coach Turkey Hughes managed to put a team on the floor that was poison to most of
its opponents and feared by all. Coach Hughes had to take fresh sophomore material
and insert it in the positions vacated by the graduates of last years team. This is
no easy task for any coach, but the team Coach Hughes put on the floor was nothing
anyone could be ashamed of. The Big Maroons finished fourth in the S. I. A. A. stand-
ings, as they took six victories and lost a like number.
In several games this season the Maroons looked almost invincible, and, if they
had continued playing that sort of ball all season, they would undoubtedly have been
the state champs again. This was true especially in the Berea and Western games
played at Richmond.
T. C. McDaniel, pivot-man for the varsity, was the only senior on the squad and
the most outstanding player on the team. McDaniel was the highest individual scorer
on the squad and was Coach Hughes' selection for acting captain in all of the contests
played this season.
Little Hale was perhaps the most phenominal of all Eastern's cohorts with his
peculiar one-hand shot, and his feats with a basketball were the high lights of many a
game played by the Maroons. He climbed the ladder of fame in this year's
battle with Berea at the Weaver gym. by turning a certain defeat into an Eastern
victory almost single-handedly.
The sophomore class was represented by Roy Gover, Tommy Scott, Richman
Collins, and Ben Ashmore, who all played consistent basketball for the Maroons
throughout the schedule. James Allen, a junior, turned out to be one of the team's
mainstays toward the end of the year and will be looked upon to do great things
next season, along with the afore-mentioned sophomores.
Eastern can look for bigger and better basketball teams from now on, but the
forth-coming teams will have to go some to prove better than the teams Eastern has
been offering in the past.
SEASON'S RESULTS
Eastern 28
Eastern 34
Eastern 40
Eastern 27
Eastern 16
Eastern 37
Eastern 47
Eastern 27
Eastern 27
Eastern 21
Eastern 32
Eastern 17
Eastern 20
K. I. A. C. Tour
Eastern 19
Alumni 19
Wesleyan 27
Morehead 27
Louisville 28
Western 30
Georgetown 12
Morehead 37
Murray 37
Berea 25
Union 32
Western 13
Berea 25
Louisville 27
y
Western 30
HALE GOVER McDANIEL SCOTT YOUNG
Guard Forward Center Forward Guard
ASHMORE TIERNEY COLLINS ROBBIMS ROSE
Guard Center
Forward
Forward Forward Guard
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SEASON'S RESULTS
Eastern . . . .19
Eastern 30
Eastern . . . . . . .36
Eastern . . 20
Eastern . . 32
Eastern , . . 19
Eastern . . . 22
Eastern . . 36
Eastern 31
Eastern 40
Eastern ... 16
Ky. Wesleyan . . 18
Cropper 21
Georgetown ... 1?
U. of Kentucky . 52
Transylvania . . . 15
Georgetown 27
Berea ?l
Burgin, Ind. 22
U. of Kentucky . . 50
Ky. Wesleyan . . . 30
Berea .... 75
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#PBOGet^ giAts-
Albert W. Crumbaugh Editor-in-Chief
Mary Elston Associate Editor
Gibson Prather News Editor
Bob Mavity Sports Editor
Lillian Bower. . Re-write Editor
Dean W. Rumbold Faculty Sponsor
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Lloyd Dykes Managing Editor
Irona Ashley . Advertising Solicitor
Mildred Cecil Advertising Solicitor
V^jrculeition O^IT
Donald Michelson Manager
Clifford Schulte Assistant Manager
Minor Clark . . . . ........ . Exchanqe Manager
|-\eportoncil O^ff
Christine Compton Gene Williamson
George Reynolds Joe Hennessey
Bess Walker Ruby Watson
Richard Greenwell Alma Sams
Louise Rowlette Jeanne Ireland
Blanche Wimble Edmond Hesser
Estelle H. Riddle Edwina Murray
Margaret Rhodes Dorothy Rich
')
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R. R. Richards Faculty Advisor
J. D. Turley, Jr Editor-in-Chief
C. R. Rader Associate Editor
Newton Oakes Business Manager
Marian Hagan Literary Editor
Edwina Murray
. . . Literary Editor
Calloway Taulbee Assistant Business Manager
Albert Crumbaugh . Advertising Manager
Anna Mae Myers Typist
Gladys Norris Art Editor
Bennett Rose Staff Artist
Walter L. Mavity Sports Editor
Mary Elston Senior Representative
Herbert Hogan Junior Representative
Robert Rice Sophomore Representative
Lee Poynter ... . . Freshman Representative
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PAUL FEINSTEIN
GONDUCTOG,
VlOLI M
A
ftlNSTtlN
ORChEOTA
A
OWEN MONTGOMERY
SAXO phone.
ED. MARTI H
*
MORTON CUNDIFF
SAXOPHONE
JOHN STEWART
GrUI-TAfS.
JACK ALLEN
SAXOPHONE
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Jessie
Director
James E. Van P Bursem
igardner
CORNETS BASSES
Gordon Nash Edward Martin
Neville Yafer Clarence Smith
Ada Reed
Thomas Farrts
Dan Rowland
OBOE
Edith J. Baxter
Donaphan Burrus
ALTO CLARINET
PICCOLO
Jack Alien
Harold Rlgby SAXOPHONES
Evelyn Ausmus
CLARINETS Betsy Anderson
Richard Evans Noel Hail
Morton Cundiff Taylor White
Mariam Rlgby
Owen Montgomery BARITONE
Sarah Land
Mary Lois Clark
Morris Creech
Clifford Rader
Ric^man Powers
Jack Fife
Dorothy Nash
Dcro+hy Baxter
Pauline David
TROMBONES
Joe Blunschi
Judy Hamilton
Dorsey Reynolds
DRUMS
ALTOS Nc-'son Elder
Mary E. Black Billy Royce
Bennett Rose Kelly Wagers
Ada Stahl Joseph Owen
Dan Denny Charles Hamilton
Sponsor
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OFFICERS
Helen Hull Lutes
Elizabeth Marz President Bessie Baumgardner,
. Directo r
. Secretary
FIRST SOPRANOS
Margaret Durham
Pauline Coy
Elizabeth Marz
Katherine Prather
Virginia Vermii!ion
Ada Gilliam
Vida Bond
Mary Dorris
Iris Jones
Helen Epperson
Marie Reynolds
Margaret Neale
Sara Alexander
FIRST ALTOS
Florence Champion
Mary Vaughn
Joseph ; ne Kincaid
Laura Slusher
Margaret Willoughby
Bessie Baumgardner
SECOND SOPRANOS
Virginia Arnold
Christine Compton
Adelaide Gray
Bessie Walker
Helen Gardiner
Mary Laubisch
Pauline Combs
Katheryn Wilkins
Virginia Gannaway
Maude McLaughlin
Louise Hughes
Nancy Covington
SECOND ALTOS
Betty Lee Mullen
Evelyn Ausmus
Mary Sue Ball
Mary Elston
Gertrude Whittington
Barbara Congleton
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DIRECTOR
James E. Van Peursem
FIRST TENORS
Jack Allen
Bruce Champion
Arthur Corns
Paul Feins +ein
James Burnette
Clifford Schulte
Harold Mullens
Edmond T. Hesser
T. C. McDaniel
BARITONES
Harold Prim
Henry Lytle
Derbert Merenbloom
Gano Caywood
Lee Poynter
Herbert Lewis
Eugene Williamson
SECOND TENORS
Joe Meccia
Henry Warren
Donald MIchelson
Taylor White
Harold Hieronymus
Bennett Rose
Joe Dennis
Marshall Ney
BASSES
Ancil Carter
Gordon Nash
Edward Martin
Clifford Rader
Dallas Reed
William Lamldn
Carl Allen
n e
II
O ocic;i l Ocience C I u
b
T. C. McDaniel
Brooks Hinkle .
J.T. Dc
Jack Allen
James Allen
Betsy Anderson
Sam Beckley
Lucian Burch
Georqla Bush
Mildred Boyer
James Burnette
AJf red Cross
Nancy Covington
Catherine Campbell
Evelyn Cress
Hubert Collette
Willie Dawahare
Margaret Durham
Tom Deaton
James Drake
Mary Elston
Helen Epperson
Curtis Farley
Ula Fike
OFFICERS
President Chester Spears Vice-President
.Secretary Miriam Herbst Treasurer
FACULTY
C. A. Keith, Sponsor
MEMBERS
Richard Greenwell
Hugh Gibson
Leonard Harney
Denver Hosklns
Marvin Hardin
Jack Hughes
Mildred Hancock
Morris Hogg
Red Johnson
B. D. Knox
Frances King
Jesse La Monda
Edward Martin
Robert Martin
Casey Morton
Anna M. Myers
Malta Muncy
Clarence Maggard
Betty Lee Mullen
NellG. McNanwa
Paul McGInnls
irgil Burns
Gladys Norris
Dorothy Nash
Elizabeth Ogden
Newton Oakes
Lucy Onstott
Sam Pennigton
Louise Rowlette
Clifford Rader
Frank Rose
Herschel Roberts
Paul Smith
John Tarter
J. D.Turley
Blanche Thomas
Hubert Vaughn
Herbert Thompson
Catherine Wilson
Roger Wilson
Bess Walker
Robert Yates
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OFFICERS
Talmadge DeWitt President
Melva Walker Vice-President
Marjorie Smith Secretary-Treasurer
Jimmy Burnette
Jarnmie Dudley
Lloyd Dykes
Richard Greenwell
Martha Grey
Mayme Hamilton
Gertrude Hood
MEMBERS
Thos. E. McDonough
Chas. T. Hughes
Tom Samuels
Eliza Hughes
Turkey Hughes
Mary Laubisch
Robert Mavlty
Joseph Meccla
Roy Pills
Robert Rice
Ernest Young
Jacob D. Farris
George N. Hembree
Edna Whi^e
n e
OFFICERS
J. Taylor White.
Joyce Gregory
President Robert Kelsay Vice-President
Secretary William L. Keene Sponsor
Kenneth Bentle
Dorothy Crews
Curtis Farley
Delmar Gilreath
Garrett Howard
Jack Hughes
Luther Jones
Robert Keene
B. D. Knox
William A. Lamkin
MEMBERS
Vivian McClure
ClarenceMaggard
Donald Michelson
Albert Crumbaugh
Carolyn Moores
Betty Lee Mullen
Newton Oakes
Elizabeth Ogden
Gared Patrick
Mary Ann Patton
Rickman Powers
George Reynolds
Mittie Slusher
Pearle Stamper
Marvin Tincher
Bonnie Tussey
Luclen Wi'cor
Earl Winburn
n e
Otudent [_Jovm\tov\^ Q_^ouncil
Blanche Wimble Che
Susan Gragg
Jane Paynter
Mary E.Johnson
Joyce Gregory
Mary Emma Vaughn
Eloise Young
Virginia Ruth Arnold
Helen Richardson
Hazel Toombs
MEMBERS
Katherine Prather
Melva Walker
Florence Higgins
Mary Margaret Ki
Ada Brown
Ann Wy'es
Mary CaUaghan
Ruby Reams
Alice Ford
""
Thelma Dixon
Verda Brandenburg
Viola Fike
Mabel Herrin
Lucy Tayloi*
Ann Cornett
Florence Champion
Lucy East
e
© Q.
C n*bcement^r'4 ouncil
OFFICERS
Elizabeth Gragg President
Elizabeth Hall Vice-President
Emma Hagan Secretary-Treasurer
Miss Mae C. Hansen
Anna Arrasmith
Mildred Boyer
Daisy Broughton
Florence Castle
Ada Collins
Pauline Combs
Willie Mae Curtis
Florence Dudley
Thelma Dixon
Mary Elston
Ruth German
Elizabeth Gragg
Emma Hagan
SPONSORS
MEMBERS
Elizabeth Hall
Miss May C. Hansen
Thelma Hill
Theima Hopkins
Cora Johnson
Boise Young
Emma Hoi+zclaw
Merle Krueger
Betty Marz
Edna McHargue
Virginia Mink
Grover Peters
Edwina Murray
Mrs. Gladys Tyng
Lucy Onstott
Goldie Race
Beulah Ramsey
Helen Richardson
Nannie Lee Roberts
Joyce Shackelford
Hazel Toombs
Mrs. Gladys Tyng
Mary Ellen Williams
Phoebe Williams
Fay White
Ann Wyles
Dorothy Wagoner
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Adams, Betty M. (Fresh.)
Adams, Ethel M. (Fresh.)
Adams, James H. (Soph.)
Adams, John Dee (Senior)
Adams, Mary Edith (Senior)
Adams, O'lie
Adams, Virgil L.
Addis, Frances (Senior)
Alcorn, Flaura M.
Aldridge, Franklin (Fresh.)
Alexander, M. Barbara (Senior)
Alexander, Sara B. (Fresh.)
Alexander, Virginia (Junior)
Allen, Carl E. (Senior)
Al'en, Edith P. (Junior)
Allen, Mrs. Golden
Allen, Harriett F. (Senior)
Allen, Jack (Junior)
Allen, James R. (Junior)
Allen, Margaret A.
Allington, Edith (Fresh.)
Anderson, Betsy (Fresh.)
Anderson, Earl F. (Senior)
Anderson, Mrs. Jas. (Senior)
Angel, Gertrude (Senior)
Angel, Green Berry
Appleby, Madie E. (Fresh.)
Applegate, Haley (Soph.)
App!ega +e, Teddy
Arnold, Virginia Ruth (Fresh.)
Arrasmith. Anna W. (Soph.)
Arrington, Hudson (Fresh.)
Asberry, Lena (Fresh.)
Asbury, Ova
Asher, Barbar (Fresh.)
Asher, June (Fresh.)
Ashley, Irona (Soph.)
Ashmore, R. Ben (Junior)
Ausmus, Evelyn (Soph.)
Bach, Mrs. Edna (Fresh.)
Bach, Flynn (Fresh.)
Baker, Clarence (Soph.)
Baker, Oral H. (Fresh.)
Baker, Squire (Fresh.)
Baker, Wm. A. (Soph.)
Balden, Sadie L. (Fresh.)
Ball, Mary Sue (Fresh.)
Ballard, Mabel P. (Junior)
BaHou, Orvilee (Senior)
Ballou, Sara E. ( Fresh.)
Banks, Edrie ( Fresh.)
Barbe, Emma F.
Barker, Bruce W. (Fresh.)
Bamett, John W. (Soph.)
Baugh, Henry M. (Junior)
Baumgardener, Bessie (Soph.
Beach, Blanche (Soph.)
Beckley, Sam C. (Junior)
Bell. Lawrence (Fresh.)
Boll, Mary M.
Bennett, Alpha
Bentle, Kenneth (Fresh.)
Kona, Kentucky
Kelphia, Kentucky
Jeremiah, Kentucky
Delphia, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Hagerhill, Kentucky
Crown, Kentucky
Ligon, Kentucky
Sand Gap, Kentucky
Quincy, Kentucky
Midd'esboro, Ken +ucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Liberty, Kentucky
Brodhead, Kentucky
Baptist, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
Walton, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Newport, Kentucky
Shawhan, Kentucky
Stanford, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Williamsburg, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Burkesville, Kentucky
Maysvl lie, Kentucky
Glen Springs, Kentucky
Dry Rldge.Kentucky
Bethel, Kentucky
Blaine, Kentucky
Windy, Kentucky
Kenvir, Kentucky
Pineville, Kentucky
Pineville, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Madisonville, Kentucky
Middlesboro, Kentucky
Shade, Kentucky
Shade, Kentucky
Democrat, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Oneida, Kentucky
West Irvine, Kentucky
Harrodsburg, Kentucky
California, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Williamsburg, Kentucky
Marshes Siding, Kentucky
Whitesburg, Kentucky
Whitley City, Kentucky
Travelers Rest, Kentucky
Somerset, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Middlesboro, Kentucky
Ellis +on, Kentucky
Shelbyville, Kentucky
Barrier, Kentucky
Burnside, Kentucky
Gray Hawk, Kentucky
Falmouth, Kentucky
Bentle, W. Harold (Junior)
Benton, Norman E. (Junior)
Berry, Georgia D.
Berryman, Pattie L. (Soph.)
Bertram, Verda H. (Fresh.)
Bingham, Ben M. (Soph.)
Bingham, Luther B.
Bishop, Fred F. (Fresh.)
Bishop, Odessa M. (Fresh.)
Bishop, Roy
( Fresh.)
Black, Anna Bales (Junior)
Black, Edward L. (Junior)
Biackard, Samuel (Fresh.)
Blair, Elmer ( Fresh.)
Blangy, Leah J. (Fresh.)
Bodie, Maynard L. (Senior)
Boggs, Velma N. (Soph.)
Bogie, Edith (Senior)
Bogle, Pauline (Senior)
Bond, Datha V. (Fresh.)
Bond, Wilma L. (Soph.)
Boneta, Eulogia C. (Fresh.)
Bower, Li'lian M
Bowman, Kermit C. (Soph.)
Boyer, Mildred (Senior)
Bracht, Dorothy M.
Brandenburgh, Anna
Brandenburg, Delma (Junior)
Brandenburg, Ethel P. (Soph.)
Brandenburg, Verda M. (Soph.
Branham, Mary Lou (Senior)
Brashear, Virgin : a (Fresh.)
Brewer, Bertha H. (Soph.)
Brewer, Geo. W. (Junior)
Brim, Virginia C. (Fresh.)
Brittain, Washington (Fresh.)
Britton, Jessie G.
Britton, Laura A.
Broaddus, Opal (Fresh.)
Brock, Eula Lee (Soph.)
Brock, Lawrence O. (Senior)
Brock, Marcus E. (Soph.)
Broughton, Daisy (Junior)
Brown, Ada L. (Senior)
Brown, Edgar (Fresh.)
Brown, Ellison, L. (Senior)
Brown, Ernest G.
Brown, Gladys B. (Soph.)
Brown, Hassell (Soph.)
Brown, Oleta R. (Soph.)
Brown, Robert L. (Senior)
Brown. Ruth B. (Fresh.)
Brown, Walter (Soph.)
Browning, Chas. A. ( Fresh.)
Brumback, Chas. E. (Soph,)
Bryant, Charles W. (Fresh.)
Bryant, Christene M. (Fresh.)
Bryant, James T. (Soph.)
Bryant, Robert E. (Soph.)
Bryant, Thelma E.
Bullock, Myrtle
Bullock, Victor H. (Fresh.)
Burch, Georgia L. (Soph.)
Burch, Lucian (Senior)
Burch, Robert L. (Soph.)
Falmouth, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Williamsburg, Kentucky
Winchester, Kentucky
Windy, Kentucky
Pineville, Kentucky
Pinevilie, Kentucky
Felty, Kentucky
Oneida, Kentucky
Conkling, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Versailles, Kentucky
Ermine, Kentucky
Cold Spring, Kentucky
Somerset, Kentucky
Eolla, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Puerto Rico
Richmond, Kentucky
Annville, Kentucky
Campbellsburg, Kentucky
Crittenden, Kentucky
College Hill, Kentucky
Ravenna, Kentucky
St. Helena, Kentucky
St. He'ena, Kentucky
Louisa, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Oneida, Kentucky
Stanton, Kentucky
Beattyville, Kentucky
Clarence, Kentucky
Oneida, Kentucky
Larue, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Lida, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Kettle Island. Kentucky
Pineville, Kentucky
Gee, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Triplett, Kentucky
Willailla, Kentucky
Whitesburg, Kentucky
Lawrenceburg, Kentucky
Rockhold, Kentucky
Wi*t Springs, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Flemingsburg, Kentucky
Tyner, Kentucky
McKinney, Kentucky
Sumner, Kentucky
McKinnev, Kentucky
Sumner, Kentucky
Campbellsburg, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
Endee, Kentucky
Endee, Kentucky
Ekron, Kentucky
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Burgess, Virginia D. (Fresh.
Burnam, Curtis (Junior}
Burnette, Jas. C. (Senior)
Burns, Lillie M. (Fresh.)
Burns, Vernon W. (Fresh.)
Burton, Chas. C. (Fresh.)
Bush, Georgia M. (Soph.)
c
Callaghan, Mary W. (Soph.)
Calmes, Muzenta (Fresh.)
Cammack, Owen F. (Soph.)
Campbell, Kathryne R. (Fresh.)
Carpenter, J. B. (Junior)
Carr, Leonard
Carrithers, Robert
Carter, Ancil L. ( Fresh.)
Carter, Christine B.
Carter, Pattie M. (Fresh.)
Case, Lucilie (Junior)
Casey, Walker B. (Fresh.)
Castle, Florence (Soph.)
Catron, Viebie L. (Soph.)
Caudill, Aria
Caud ill, Howard (Fresh.)
Caudill, Monroe (Fresh.)
Caywood, Gano D. (Fresh.)
Cecil, Marie G. (Fresh.)
Cecil, Mildred A. (Fresh.)
Chambers, Daisy M. (Junior)
Champion, Florence M. (Fresh.)
Champion, J. Bruce
Chapman, Clyde D.
Chasteen, William H. (Fresh.)
Chattin, Leonard H. (Soph.)
Chenault, Harvey (Soph.)
Clark, Emily E. (Fresh.)
Clark, Haskell (Soph.)
Clark, Minor E. (Senior)
Clark, Wm. Vernon
Claxon, Emma B. (Fresh.)
demons, Myrtle M. (Soph.)
Clifton, Carl M. (Junior)
Clore, Harold (Fresh.)
Clowers, Frieda L. (Soph.)
Cobb, Anna M. (Soph.)
Cockreli, Mildred (Senior)
Coffey, Arval L. (Fresh.)
Cohorn, Howard (Senio r
)
Colle+t. Hubert M. (Fresh.)
Coiley, Lois (Soph.)
Collins, Ada E.
Collins, Elizabeth (Fresh.)
Collins, Estelle (Sp.)
Collins, Frank W. (Soph.)
Collins, James R. (Soon.)
Collins, Wm. Joe (Fresh.)
Combs, Grayce (Soph.)
Combs, Haden (Fresh.)
Combs, Pauline A. (Fresh.)
Combs, Rulh B. (Fresh.)
Compton, Christine (Soph.)
Congleton, Ed. (Fresh.)
Congleton, Frank
Congleton, Janice B. (Fresh.)
Beattyville, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Shelbyville, Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky
Oneida, Kentucky
Blaine, Kentucky
Waco, Kentucky
Owenton, Kentucky
Canyon, Kentucky
Owenton, Kentucky
Stanford, Kentucky
Waddy, Kentucky
Ashland, Kentucky
Taylorsville, Kentucky
WalUns Creek, Kentucky
Wallins Creek, Kentucky
Lancaster, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Estill, Kentucky
Cartwright, Kentucky
Jeremiah, Kentucky
Jeremiah, Kentucky
Jeremiah, Kentucky
Versailles, Kentucky
Hardburly, Kentucky
Levi, Kentucky
Baptist, Kentucky
Bondville, Kentucky
Bondville, Kentucky
Verona, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
Ashland, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Flemingsburg, Kentucky
Inez, Kentucky
Waddy, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
Owenton, Kentucky
Conkling, Kentucky
Oldtown, Kentucky
Burlington, Kentucky
Ravenna, Kentucky
Owenton, Kentucky
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
Frankfort, Kentucky
Callaway, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Carr Creek, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Kingston, Kentucky
Wil'iamstown, Kentucky
Mavsville, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Carrie, Kentucky
Ricetown, Kentucky
Hazard, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Ken+ucky
Conlee, Gertrude (Soph.)
Conlee, LIna Marie (Fresh.)
Conlee, M. Aline (Soph.)
Conlee, R. W. (Soph.)
Conley, Mrs. Dan (Junior)
Conley, Dan (Senior)
Conley, Irvin J. ( Fresh.)
Cook, George H. (Fresh.)
Cooper, Etta (Fresh.)
Cooper, Ray E. (Fresh.)
Corder, Dorothy (Fresh.)
Corder, Grace (Fresh.)
Cornett, Beuia H. (Senior)
Cornett, Mary Ann (Soph.)
Cornett, Oliver (Senior)
Cornett, Stella F.
Corns, Arthur W. (Junior)
Corum, Henry (Soph.)
Cosby, John F. (Soph.)
Covingron, Nancy (Fresh.)
Cox, Albert B. (Junior)
Cox, Ernestine (Senior)
Cox, Lillian M. (Soph.)
Coy, Pauline C. (Soph.)
Coyer, Mary (Junior)
Craft, Lewis T. (Fresh.)
Craig, Margaret E. (Fresh.)
Craigmyle, Mabel (Fresh.)
Creech, Ray (Soph.)
Creech, Robert M. (Soph.)
Cress, Evelyn (Senior)
Crews, Dorothy (Soph.)
Cross, Alfred E. (Junior)
Cross, Chester A. (Junior)
Crumbauqh, Albert (Senior)
Cunagin, David (Soph.)
Cundiff, Era M. (Junior)
Cundiff, Kathryn (Soph.)
Cundiff, Morton A. (Fresh.)
Cundiff, Reno B. (Soph.)
Cunningham, Elmer (Fresh.)
Curtis, Russell (Junior)
Curtis, Willie M. (Junior)
Cutshaw, Vernon
Cuzick, Mary F. (Junior)
Cyrus, Jesse J. ( Fresh.)
Dalton, Edna A. (Fresh.)
Damron, Mrs. Geo. (Soph.)
Damron, Ruth M. (Sp.)
Daugherty, Shoff (Soph.)
Davenport, Samp (Sp.)
David, Pauline C. (Fresh.)
Davidson, James H. (Fresh.)
Davidson, Melvin (Soph.)
Davis, Charles (Sp.)
Davis, Clarence (Fresh.)
Davis, Grace (Fresh.)
Davis, Homer C.
Davis, MollIeJ. (Junior)
Davis, Nellie C. (Soph.)
Davis, Mrs. Sudie (Fresh.)
Davis. Vernon T. (Soph.)
Dawahare, Willie C. (Fresh.
Richmond, Kentucky
Clay City, Kentucky
Taylorsville, Kentucky
Taylorsville, Kentucky
Frankfort, Kentucky
Frankfort, Kentucky
Falcon, Kentucky
Hatton, Kentucky
Wallins Creek, Kentucky
Thor, Kentucky
Stearns, Kentucky
Stearns, Kentucky
Burning Springs, Kentucky
Booneville, Kentucky
Fogertown, Kentucky
Slemp, Kentucky
Tollesboro, Kentucky
Kettle Island, Kentucky
Red House, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Paint Lick, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
Millstone, Kentucky
Ghent, Kentucky
Fa Mis. Kentucky
Cumberland, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Shelbyville, Kentucky
Junction City, Kentucky
Junction City, Kentucky
Augusta, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Faubush, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Somerset, Kentucky
Faubush, Kentucky
Switzer, Kentucky
Kirksville, Kentucky
Crab Orchard, Kentucky
Stamping Ground, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Buchanan, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Peoples, Kentucky
Yeager, Kentucky
Montfcello, Kentucky
Jellico. Tenn.
Shawhan, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Oneida, Kentucky
Oneida, Kentucky
Calvin, Kentucky
McKee, Kentucky
Ezel, Kentucky
Ottawa, Kentucky
Jellico, Tenn.
Oneida, Kentucky
Paint Lick, Kentucky
Neon, Kentucky
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Day, Martha L.
Dean, Bonnie M. (Soph.)
Deaton, Tom (Senior)
DeJarnette, Hattie (Fresh.)
DeJarnette, Mary
Denham, Florence K. (Soph.)
Denham, Mitchell (Senior]
Denney, Elsie (Junior)
Denney, Flossie
Dennis, Joe (Senior)
Denny, Mary E. (Fresh.)
Denny, Orion
DeWitt, Talmage (Senior)
Disney, Ruth E. (Soph.)
Dixon, Pearlleen (Fresh.)
Dixon, Roxie (Junior)
Dixon, Thelma (Senior)
Doane, W. F. (Senior)
Dobbs, Arnold T. (Soph.)
Dobbs, Mrs. Arnold
Dobbs, Haloid W. (Fresh.)
Dobbs, Jean O. (Soph.)
Dcbson, Edgar (Junior)
Doolin, Elizabeth (Soph.)
Dcolin, LaVerne (Fresh.)
Dorris, Donald (Junior)
Dorris, Mary ( Fresh.)
Douglas, Delbert (Soph.)
Doyle, Dorothy E. (Fresh.)
Drake, James H. (Junior)
Drake, Martha E. (Soph.)
Drew, Roy I. (Soph.)
Dudley, Florence (Sp.)
Dugger, Hazel C.
Dunbar, Ora M. (Senior)
Dunbar, Verna (Senior)
Duncan, Ed. D. (Fresh.)
Dunigan, Robert L. (Junior)
Durham, Margaret (Senior)
Dyer. Ben (Junior)
Dyer, Mrs. Ben (Senior)
Dyer, Joseph E. (Junior)
Dykes, Lloyd (Junior)
East, Lucy S. (Senior)
Eddleman, Wallace (Fresh.)
Edgington, Gordon (Fresh.)
Edwards, Verna M.
Elliott, Edith (Soph.)
Elmore, Elizabeth (Junior)
Elston, Mary (Senior)
Emerson, Alvin A.
Emerson, Mary E. (Junior)
Emmons, Lula (Fresh.)
Engle, Walter R.
Epperson, Helen (Senior)
Estep. Homer (Sp.)
Estridge, Nannie A. (Junior^
Evans, Gladys (Soph.)
Evans, Richard (Junior)
Fain, Oscar V. (Soph.)
Faris, George C. (Junior)
Farley, Curtis (Senior)
Daley, Kentucky
Altro, Kentucky
Altro, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Stanford, Kentucky
Vanceburg, Kentucky
Monticello, Kentucky
Bronston, Kentucky
Millersburg, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Winchester, Kentucky
Corbin, Kentucky
Corbin, Kentucky
Charley, Kentucky
London, Kentucky
London, Kentucky
London, Kentucky
Sioann Valley, Kentucky
Meece, Kentucky
Sloans Valley, Kentucky
Monticello, Kentucky
Pigeon Roost, Kentucky
Lancaster, Kentucky
Bryantsvilie, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Middleburg, Kentucky
Oneida, Kentucky
Louisville, Kentucky
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
Speedwell, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Corbin, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Mill Springs, Kentucky
Mildred, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Leburn, Kentucky
Leburn, Kentucky
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
Luretha, Kentucky
Mill Springs, Kentucky
Jeffersontown, Kentucky
Augusta, Kentucky
Scalf, Kentucky
Rice Station, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Turners Station, Kentucky
Eubank, Kentucky
Eubank, Kentucky
Flemingsburg, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Pikeville, Kentucky
Triplet, Kentucky
Stanford, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Pine Hill. Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Loyall, Kentucky
Farmer, Estelle (Fresh.)
Farmer, Ruth R. (Fresh.)
Farris, J. Thomas (Soph.)
Farris, Mary Louise
Farris, Mary Kate (Junior)
Fau'kner, Glen
Feinstein, Paul (Senior)
Feltner, Edith F.
Fike, Uia
Fike, Viola
Fish, Margaret (Senior)
Fisk, Mary M. (Soph.)
Fitch, Charles (Fresh.)
Fitzgerald, Walter L. (Junior)
Fitzpatrick, Robert G. (Junior)
Flannery, Mcssie (Fresh.)
Fleck, William J. (Soph.)
Floyd, Louis (Fresh.)
Floyd, Stella
Foley, Ann F. (Junior)
Ford, Alice L. (Junior)
Fordham, Addie R.
Fowler, Dcrcie A. (Junior)
Fox, Beima L. (Fresh.)
Francis, Gladys (Fresh.)
Francis, Lottie M. (Fresh.)
Francis, Vesta (Fresh.)
Frith, Clarence E. (Fresh.)
Fulkerson, Heman W. (Fresh.)
Gabbard, Ernest L.
Gabbard, Ruth W. (Junior)
Gabbard, Wilson J. (Fresh.)
GambiN, Johnny E. (Junior)
Gannaway, Virginia (Senior)
Gardiner, Helen R. (Fresh.)
Garett, Norma J. (Fresh.)
Gatliff, Ellen K.
Gatliff, Gertrude C.
Gatliff, Mildred (Soph.)
Gault, Alice C. (Fresh.)
Gay, Vee ( Fresh.)
George, E'izabeth (Soph.)
German, Ruth (Soph.)
Gibson, Hugh (Miss) (Fresh.
Gibson, William (Soph.)
Giles, Lillie M. (Fresh.)
Gilliam, Ada G. (Junior)
Gillis, Willard (Fresh.)
Gilly, Joe G. ( Fresh.)
Gilreath, Carl G. (Soph.)
Gilreath, Delmer (Fresh.)
Gilreath, Mrs. Fay (Sp.)
Glnter, Virginia (Soph.)
Goatley. Pauline (Junior)
Goble, Dora (Soph.)
Goble, Naomi (Fresh.)
Goins, Catherine (Soph.)
Goodin, Ernest P. (Fresh.)
Goodrich, Sarah F.
Gover, Fenimore (Fresh.)
Gover, Roy L. (Soph.)
Gragg, Elizabeth (Senior)
Gragg, Susan (Soph.)
G
Pinevllle, Kentucky
Crcfton, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Raywick, Kentucky
Williamsburg, Kentucky
Barbourville, Kentucky
Cinda, Kentucky
Waco, Kentucky
Waco, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
Kenton, Kentucky
Lyons, Kentucky
Frankfort, Kentucky
Georgetown, Kentucky
Bybee, Kentucky
Russell, Kentucky
Miodlesboro, Kentucky
Corbin, Kentucky
Moberly, Kentucky
Versailles, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Chevrolet, Kentucky
Carr Creek, Kentucky
Ned, Kentucky
Fincastle, Kentucky
Brodhead, Kentucky
Grayson, Kentucky
Sand Gap, Kentucky
Booneville, Kentucky
Sebastian, Kentucky
Benge. Kentucky
Hodgensville, Kentucky
Covington, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Maysville, Kentucky
McKee. Kentucky
Winchester, Kentucky
Bellevue, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Science Hill, Kentucky
Harlan, Kentucky
Corbin, Kentucky
Sinai, Kentucky
Harlan, Kentucky
Whitley City, Kentucky
Marshes Siding, Kentucky
Marshes Siding, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Sprinafield, Kentucky
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
Manchester, Kentucky
Tinsley, Kentucky
Versailles. Kentucky
Luretha, Kentucky
Somerset, Kentucky
Pineville. Kentucky
Pinevllle, Kentucky
h e
Graham, Royal D. (Soph.)
Graham, Vivian (Fresh.)
Gray, Adelaide M. (Soph.)
Gray, Eva E. (Sp.)
Gray, Martha (Fresh.)
Green, Elizabeth (Fresh.)
Green, Rose (Junior)
Green, Susan H. (Junior)
Greene, Juanita
Greene, Orbir, (Soph.)
Greene, Susan R. (Fresh.)
Greenwell, Richard (Soph.)
Gregory, Georgia M. (Fresh.
Gregory, James L. (Soph.)
Gregory, Joyce (Junior)
Griffin, Elsie L (Junior)
Griffin, Eudeli (Fresh.)
Griffin, Mossie (Soph.)
Grow, Edna S. (Junior)
Gusweiler, Joseph (Fresh.)
Guthrie, Doris R. (Soph.)
Guthrie, Jessie H.
Guy, Florene (Soph.)
hi
Hacker, !ca (Soph.)
Hacker, Tolman
Hackett, Mary Lee
Hagan, Emma Leevell (Soph.)
Hagan, Marian (Soph.)
Hagan, Ohna Lee (Soph.)
Hale, Little (Junior)
Hall.Chas. N. (Fresh.)
Hall, Elizabeth L (Soph.)
Hall, John C. (Sp.)
Hall, Romon C.
Hamblin, James A. (Soph.)
Hamilton, Jas. J. (Soph.)
Hamilton, Martha (Junior)
Hamilton, Mayme (Soph.)
Hamilton, Orville (Senior)
Hamlin, Richard A. (Senior)
Hammack, Mary E. (Soph.)
Hammonds, Chealis (Soph.)
Hammons, Ernest M. (Soph.)
Hampton, Carl (Fresh.)
Hampton, Martha J. (Fresh.)
Hance, Mildred J. (Fresh.)
Hancock, Carl T. (Junior)
Hancock, Mildred (Soph.)
Hanna, Frances (Soph.)
Hardin, Mrs. Hurschel (Junior)
Hardin, Marvin (Senior)
Hardwfck, Mabel L. (Fresh.)
Hargreve, Bernard (Soph.)
Harman, Addie E. (Fresh.)
Harned, Frances
Harney, Leonard (Junior)
H arris, Annie A.
Harrod, Austin S. (Fresh.)
Hart, Elmer (Junior)
Hart, Ida Mae(Fresh.)
Hastie, Ella Ray (Soph.)
Hastie, Ida May (Soph.)
Hayes, Cynthia A. (Fresh.)
Cornishvilie, Kentucky
Bondviile, Kentucky
Newport, Kentucky
Monticello, Kentucky
Cynthiana, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Union City, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Hulen, Kentucky
Hulen, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Shelbyville, Kentucky
North-field, Kentucky
Sinai, Kentucky
Stamping Ground, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Bourne, Kentucky
Ludlow, Kentucky
Monticello, Kentucky
Monticello, Kentucky
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
Oneida, Kentucky
Hoskinston, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Lancaster, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Cody, Kentucky
Somerset, Kentucky
Covington, Kentucky
Helechawa, Kentucky
Triplett, Kentucky
Dunrasen, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Brooksvllle, Kentucky
Whitley City, Kentucky
Paint Lick, Kentucky
Whitesburg, Kentucky
Stanton, Kentucky
Jeremiah, Kentucky
Winchester, Kentucky
Lockport, Kentucky
Stamping Ground, Kentucky
Owenton, Kentucky
Shelbyville, Kentucky
Betha 1 , Kentucky
Willisburg, Kentucky
Bronston, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Youngs Creek, Kentucky
Boston, Kentucky
Paris, Kentucky
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
Bagdad, Kentucky
Bardstown, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
Conway, Kentucky
Haynes, Mrs. Lurline (Soph.)
Haynes, Othniel M. (Fresh.)
Hayre, J. C. (Fresh.)
Hays, Anna Lee (Fresh.)
Hays, Nannie D. ( Fresh.)
Hays, Ruth (Soph.)
Heare, Alva T. (Fresh.)
Heather, Dimple (Soph.)
Hedges, Joe ( Fresh.
1
Hellard, Pearl E. (Soph.)
Heller, Estelle M. (Senior)
Helton, Vina S. (Junior)
Henderson, Earl T. (Junior)
Henderson, Grace
Henderson, Rubye (Soph.)
Hendren. Jane O. (Fresh.)
Hendrickson, Horace (Soph.
Hendrix, Robert (Senior)
Hennessey, Joe (Fresh.)
Hensley, Blanche A.
Hensley, David
Hensley, Edith W. (Fresh.)
Hensley, Evelyn C. (Soph.)
Hensley, Golden
Hensley, Howe'l R. (Soph.)
Hensley, Mary E. (Soph.)
Hensley, Moses
Hensley, W. C.
Hensley, Ze!!a S. (Soph.)
Herbst, Miriam (Junior)
Herndon, Rankin (Fresh.)
Herndon, Raymond (Junior)
Herrell, Ruth M. (Junior)
Herren, Mabel E. (Soph.)
Herron, Shirley O. (Junior)
Hesser, Edmond (Fresh.)
Hiatt, Jones B. (Fresh.)
Higgins, Florence L. (Soph.)
Hiagins, William (Fresh.)
Hill, Don W.(Junior)
Hill, Ed.G. (Junior)
Hill, Frank (Soph.)
Htll, Gusta (Junior)
Hill, Henry (Junior)
Hill, Luther D. (Soph.)
Hill, Rhoda
Hill.Thelma B. (Senior)
Hinkle, Alien B. (Junior)
Hinkle, JamesT. (Junior)
Hinkle, Mildred (Soph.)
Hindles, Woodrow (Fresh.)
Hobbs, Gerald (Fresh.)
Hobbs, Louise L. (Junior)
Hoffman, Lenora F. (Soph.)
Hogan, Herbert (Junior)
Hogg, Astor (Soph.)
Hogg, Jane R. (Fresh.)
Hogg, Morris B. (Fresh.)
Holland, Avery M. (Fresh.)
Holt, Decoma R. (Sp.)
Holt, Mae I. (Fresh.)
Holt, Neureul (Soph.)
Holtzclow, Emma (Soph.)
Honchell, Frances (Junior)
Hopkins, Edna (Fresh.)
Northfleld, Kentucky
Northfield, Kentucky
Oneida, Kentucky
Chilton, Kentucky
Tyner, Kentucky
Springfield, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Paris, Kentucky
Eglon, Kentucky
Dayton, Kentucky
Gray, Kentucky
Bethlehem, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Irvine. Kentucky
Klrksville, Kentucky
Lane aster, Kentucky
Wooton, Kentucky
Augusta, Kentucky
Warfleld, Kentucky
Warfield, Kentucky
Sibert, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Oneida. Kentucky
Grant, Kentucky
Ammie, Kentucky
Warfipld, Kentucky
Estill, Kentucky
Estill, Kentucky
Ashland, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Loyall. Kentucky
Middlesboro, Kentucky
Bradfcrdsville, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Newport, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
Pulaski, Kentucky
Paint Lick, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Plnev ille, Kentucky
Germantown, Kentucky
Gatliff, Kentucky
Gatliff, Kentucky
Rockhold, Kentucky
Gatliff, Kentucky
Winchester, Kentucky
Sharpsburg, Kentucky
Paris, Kentucky
Somerset, Kentucky
Paris, Kentucky
Primrose, Kentucky
Russell, Kentucky
Crittenden, Kentucky
Beattyville, Kentucky
Mayking, Kentucky
Roxana, Kentucky
Mayking, Kentucky
New Castle, Kentucky
Big Hill, Kentucky
Eubank, Kentucky
Rockford, Kentucky
Lancaster, Kentucky
Lancaster Rood, Kentucky
Wallins Creek, Kentucky
n e s
Hopkins, Theima J. (Soph.)
Horton, Bessie F. (Sp.)
Horton, Z. A. (Junior)
Hoskins, Denver (Senior)
Hoskins, Ocie E. (Soph.)
Houchin, Luella (Soph.)
House, Sella C.
Howard, Denver C. (Junior)
Howard, Garett (Soph.)
Howard. Nola (Soph.)
Howard, Wiliia L. (Junior)
Howell, Helen (Soph.)
Hubble, Louis C. (Fresh.)
Hudson, Clara R. (Senior)
Huff, DaisvS. (Fresh.)
Hughes, Edward H. (Fresh.)
Hughes, Harieite (Fresh.)
Hughes, Henry A. ( Fresh.)
Hughes, Jack (Fresh.)
Hughes, Jennie Jo (Fresh.)
Hughes, Louise (Fresh.)
Hughes, Stella A. (Fresh.)
Hugo, Caroline B. (Fresh.)
Hume, Ben Jeff (Junior)
Hume, Catherine (Fresh.)
Hume, Forrest (Soph.)
Humfleet, Vera (Senior)
Hunter, Sallie D. (Soph.)
Hyden, Earl
Hyden, Edward (Fresh.)
Ingram, Herman (Fresh.)
Ireland, Jeanne (Soph.)
Ireland, Mrs. Stella
Isaacs, Deward B. (Fresh.)
Isaacs, Edythe (Fresh.)
Isaacs, Grace N. (Sp.)
Isaacs, James H. (Soph.)
Jackson, Anna Mae (Senior)
Jasper, Nannie C. (Junior)
Jasper, Phillip (Soph.)
Jenkins, Doug'as Fl. (Fresh.)
Jennings, Florence (Fresh.)
Jennings, Velma (Fresh.)
Jett, Edward C. (Fresh.)
Jett, Garland (Senior)
Jett, Sam
Johnson, Cora (Junior)
Johnson, Hazel D. (Fresh.)
Johnson, Jessie L. (Soph.)
Johnson, Lucy R. (Fresh.)
Johnson, Mary E. (Junior)
Johnson, Nora (Fresh.)
Johnson, W. V. (Senior)
Jones, Aline B. (Fresh.)
Jones, Dixie W. (Junior)
Jones, Iris (Senior)
Jones, Lucy F. (Soph.)
Jones, Luther C. (Junior)
Jones, Millard
Judy, James B. (Fresh.)
Juett, Ada (Junior)
Jenkins, Kentucky
Bethesda, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Bush, Kentucky
Crab Orchard, Kentucky
Lawrenceburg, Kentucky
Manchester, Kentucky
Harlan, Kentucky
Pitts, Kentucky
Wallins Creek, Kentucky
East Point, Kentucky
Ashland, Kentucky
Kirksvllle, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Privett, Kentucky
Bowen, Kentucky
Frankfort, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Frankfort, Kentucky
Harlan, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Crystal, Kentucky
Bellevue, Kentucky
Taylorsville, Kentucky
Taylorsville, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Tuttle, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Wooten, Kentucky
W. Irvine, Kentucky
S. Irvine, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Fox, Kentucky
Station Camp, Kentucky
W. Irvine, Kentucky
Beattyville, Kentucky
Middleburg, KenTucky
Mintonville, Kentucky
M M lion
h
Kentucky
Cooksburg, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Cox's Creek, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Carr Creek, Kentucky
Arjay, Kentucky
Orlando, Kentucky
McKee, Kentucky
Crittenden, Kentucky
Williamsburg, Kentucky
Lancaster, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Dreyfus, Kentucky
Union City, Kentucky
Strunk, Kentucky
Dizney, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Monterey, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Karrlck, Gladys
Keen, Deak J.
Keene, Robert (Junior)
Keesee, H. W. R. (Soph.)
Keith, Stephen (Senior)
Kelsay, Wm. R. (Junior)
Kendall, Myrtle (Fresh.)
Kennedy, Drunette A. ( Fresh.)
Kennedy, Daisy Lee (Fresh.)
Kennedy, Mary (Fresh.)
Killen, John R.
Kimbler, Sally E. (Junior)
Kincaid, Ada Lee (Fresh.)
Kincaid, Josephine (Junior)
Kincaid, Mildred (Soph.)
Kincaid, Reita Mae (Soph.)
Kincer, Shade
King, Frances (Senior)
King, Katie (Fresh.)
King, Mary M. (Soph.)
Kirkland, Kelly (Soph.)
Kiser, Helen B. (Fresh.)
Kister, Lydia Y. (Sp.)
Knoppe, Willard (Senior)
Knox, B. D. (Senior)
Krueger, Marie (Soph.)
Lake, Christine (Fresh.)
Lake, Zerelda (Soph.)
Lambert, Nancy J. (Soph.)
Lambert, Nancy J. (Soph.)
Lamkin, Wm. A. (Fresh.)
Lane, Mary V. (Senior)
Larkin, Louise (Junior)
Laubisch, Mary E. (Fresh.)
Layne, Allie Mae
Lee, Abraham G. (Soph.)
Lee, Cleda R. (Fresh.)
Lee, Henry (Soph.)
Lee, Mary T. (Soph.)
LeMaster, Vaughn
Lemons, Mildred (Fresh.)
Lewis, Alma
Lewis, Herbert B. (Junior)
Lewis, Margaret (Junior)
Lewis, Mossie S. (Soph.)
Ligon, Pauline B. (Soph.)
Llnley, Maude L. (Fresh.)
Linville, Geneva J.
Linvllle, James C. (Senior)
Little, Estelle (Sp.)
Little, Oma (Sp.)
Little, Wm.E. (Soph.)
Lloyd, Russell (Fresh.)
Locke, Lester K. (Soph.)
Long, Clyde F. (Fresh.)
Long, Opal ( Fresh.)
Long, Mrs. Perry (Senior)
Long, R. Boyd (Soph.)
Long, Virginia (Soph.)
Long, Walton H. (Soph.)
Lorton, Eunice (Junior)
K
Richmond, Kentucky
Dryhill, Kentucky
Owensboro, Kentucky
Belfry, Kentucky
Bemice, Kentucky
Gap Creek, Kentucky
El tza vi He, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Bethlehem, Kentucky
Stanford, Kentucky
Quincy, Kentucky
Meta, Kentucky
Beattyville, Kentucky
Paris, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Fincastle, Kentucky
Mayking, Kentucky
Cynthiana, Kentucky
Paint Lick, Kentucky
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
Gravel Switch, Kentucky
Covington, Kentucky
Kingston, Kentucky
Frankfort, Kentucky
Carlisle, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
Middlefork, Kentucky
Springfield, Kentucky
Springfield, Kentucky
Boone, Kentucky
Edron, Kentucky
Princeton, Kentucky
Paris, Kentucky
Florence, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Strunk, Kentucky
Tyner, Kentucky
Campbellsburg, Kentucky
Strunk, Kentucky
Lowmansville, Kentucky
Berry, Kentucky
Putney, Kentucky
Eldridge, Kentucky
Guerrant, Kentucky
Leeco, Kentucky
Owenton, Kentucky
Cynthiana, Kentucky
Rockford, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Sand Gap, Kentucky
McWhorter, Kentucky
McWhorter, Kentucky
Bronston, Kentucky
Kettle Island, Kentucky
Million, Kentucky
Cornishville, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Russellville, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Wallins Creek, Kentucky
Eubank, Kentucky
n e s
Lovitt, Lee (Soph.)
Lowe, Mildred (Sp.)
Lucas, Charlie (Fresh.)
Lucas, Ruth M. (Fresh.)
Lunsford, Hazel M. (Junior)
Lusk, Nettie B. (Fresh.)
Luttre!!, Dewey
Lykins, Benjamin (Fresh.)
Lytle, Henry 8. (Soph.)
u
McBee, L. Eva (Soph.)
McBee, Ruth (Soph.)
McCauley, Dorothy (Fresh.)
McCord, Harry
McCracken, Robert L. (Fresh.)
McDaniel, T. C. (Senior)
McDonald, Edith M. (Fresh.)
McDowell, Landon (Senior)
McFerron, Ruth
McSinnis, Paul S. (Fresh.)
McGlone, Retha
McHargue, Edna L. (Soph.)
Mcllvaine, Elizabeth (Soph.)
Mcintosh, Hubert
McKee, Helen R. (Junior)
McKee, Willis P. (Soph.)
McKeehan, James B.
McKinley, Gladys E. (Sp.)
McKnight, Myr+le (Fresh.)
McLaughlin, Billy (Fresh.)
McLaughlin, Maude R. (Junior)
McLemore, Lelia (Soph.)
McNarnara, Nell G. (Senior)
McWaters, Julia K. (Soph.)
McWhorter, Wm.
MacClintock, Hugh (Junior)
MaGee, Henry D. (Senior)
Maggard, Clarence (Senior)
Mains, Mary M. (Fresh.)
Malicote, Wm. H.
Mandt, Marguerite (Fresh.)
Mann, M. Kathleen (Fresh.)
Mansfield, Harry R. (Soph.)
Marcum, Ruby (Fresh.)
Marshall, Albert
Martin, Edward L. (Fresh.)
Martin, Robert R. (Senior)
Martin, Ruby F. (Fresh.)
Marz, Elizabeth (Soph.)
Masden, Ruby C. (Fresh.)
Mason, Robert H.
Mason, Sarah
Masters, Norma K. (Fresh.)
Mathewson, Thelma F. ( Fresh.)
Matthews, Elizabeth (Soph.)
Maurer, Ralph (Fresh.)
Mavity, Robert W. (Fresh.)
Mavity, Walter L. (Soph.)
May, Marvin E. (Fresh.)
Mays, Ruby J. ( Fresh.)
Meade, Frances (Fresh.)
Meccia, Joseph (Junior)
Menifee, Elmer (Junior)
Mercer, Flora (Soph.)
Pleasant View, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Primrose, Kentucky
Primrose, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Catherine, Kentucky
Bethanna, Kentucky
Augusta, Kentucky
Brodhead, Kentucky
Brodhead, Kentucky
Ludlow, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Erianger, Kentucky
Burning Spring, Kentucky
Eubank, Kentucky
W. Irvine, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
Louisville, Kentucky
Hindman, Kentucky
Pine Hill, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Major, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Bondvitle, Kentucky
Williamsburg, Kentucky
Vlnnie, Kentucky
Crystal, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Ravenna, Kentucky
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Atlanta, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
London, Kentucky
Cinda, Kentucky
Falmouth, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Afphanetta, Kentucky
Corbin, Kentucky
Russell, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Ashland, Kentucky
Maysville, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Newport, Kentucky
Shepherdsville, Kentucky
Owenton, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Crittenden, Kentucky
Vanceburn, Kentucky
Burlington, Kentucky
Covington, Kentucky
Somerset, Kentucky
Eubank, Kentucky
Lombard, Kentucky
Paintsville, Kentucky
Lynch, Kentucky
N. Middletown, Kentucky
Monticello, Kentucky
Merenbloom, Derbert (Senior)
Metcalf, William (Soph.)
Mlchelson, Donald (Soph.)
Milbern, Joda C. (Fresh.)
Miller, Dorothy L. (Junior)
Miller, Elva M. (Junior)
Miller, George F. (Junior)
Miller, Samuel (Fresh.)
Miller, Shirley E. (Junior)
Million, Dorris M. (Fresh.)
Million, Lorena F. (Fresh.)
Mink, Elizabeth A.
Mink, Virginia (Soph.)
Miracle, Estella (Junior)
Miracle, Katherine (Fresh.)
Mitchell, Euclid (Fresh.)
Mitchell, Jewel D.
Mitche'l, Uriah (Junior)
Montjoy, Lucy S. (Junior)
Moody, Eva L. (Fresh.)
Moore, Ada M. (Soph.)
Moore, Cordelia (Soph.)
Moore, James B. (Senior)
Moore, Jessie B. (Soph.)
Moore, John W. (Senior)
Moore, John Wright (Fresh.)
Moore, Lee
(
Fresh.)
Moore, Mrs. W. J.
Moores, Caroline
Moreland, Forrest (Fresh.)
Morgan, Alice L. (Junior)
Morgan, Charles H. (Senior)
Morgan, Rose Lee
Morgan, Wm. O. (Soph.)
Morris, Michael J.
Morton, Casey (Senior)
Moss. Leo E. ( Fresh.)
Mullen, Alberta D. (Senior)
Mullen
:
Betty Lee (Fresh.)
Mullen, Harold (Senior)
MuNins, Mrs. Fannie (Junior)
Muncy, Glenn D. (Soph.)
Muncy, Malta (Junior)
Murphy, Lloyd (Soph.)
Murray, Edwina (Soph.)
Murray, Helen L. (Fresh.)
Myers, Anna Mae (Senior)
Mynhler, Irene
\
Nash, Dorothy
Nash, Gordon (Soph.)
Neal, Clarence H. (Fresh.)
Neal, Mabel C. (Junior)
Neale, Margaret D. (Fresh.)
Nelson, Clara Mae (Senior)
Nelson, Edna H. (Fresh.)
Nelson, Laura E. (Fresh.)
Newkirk, Pauline (Soph.)
Newton, Senca D. (Sp.)
New, Marshal! J. (Soph.)
Noland, Mary D. (Soph.)
Norris, Giadys F. (Senior)
Corbin, Kentucky
Tyner, Kentucky
Springfield, Kentucky
McKinney, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
Richmond, Ken+ucky
Florence, Kentucky
Lancaster, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
Lancaster Road, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Conway, Kentucky
Livingston, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Pineville, Kentucky
Nancy, Kentucky
Paint Lick, Kentucky
Arabia, Kentucky
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
Burnside, Kentucky
Fillmore, Kentucky
Harrodsburg, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Tollesboro, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Falmouth, Kentucky
Whitesburg, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Georgetown, Kentucky
Carrollton, Kentucky
Corinth, Kentucky
Hoskinston, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Moriches, New York
Jeremiah, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Faubush, Kentucky
Middlesboro, Kentucky
Georgetown, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
Vicco, Kentucky
Williamson, W. Virginia
Brodhead, Kentucky
Ashland, Kentucky
Burning Springs, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Dan, Kentucky
Trinity, Kentucky
Trinity, Kentucky
Ashland, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Richmond. Kentucky
Sadfeville, Kentucky
Lancaster, Kentucky
Gray, Kentucky
Millers Creek, Kentucky
Stamping Camp, Kentucky
Ft, Thomas, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
n e s
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Oakes, Newton (Senior)
Ogden, Elizabeth (Fresh.)
Onstott, Lucy (Senior)
Oppenheimer, Ruth (Fresh.
Owings, Florence (Senior)
Padgett, Kate (Soph.)
Park, Ellen L. (Junior)
Park, Neva K. (Fresh.)
Park, Tabi+ha P. (Fresh.)
Parker, Erma G. (Fresh.)
Parks, Margaret W. (Fresh.)
Parrish, Louise (Soph.)
Parrish, Virginia (Junior)
Parrish, Delbert C. (Soph.)
Pasley, Norma D.
Patrick, Gared B. (Fresh.)
Patrick, Verea
Patrick, Virginia M. (Soph.)
Patton, Mary Ann (Junior)
Payne, Lorene M. (Fresh.)
Paynter, Jane E. (Soph.)
Paynter, Marlon (Fresh.)
Pearson, Arnold (Soph.)
Pennington, Cieo (Junior)
Pennington, Samuel (Fresh.)
Perkins, Velma Lee (Fresh.)
Perry, Georgia M. (Fresh.)
Peyton, Louise
Pierce, Lottie L (Fresh.)
Pille, Roy F. (Soph.)
Pointer, James B. (Fresh.)
Pointer, Nora Mae (Soph.)
Power, Una Mae (Fresh.)
Powers, Ralph (Junior)
Powers, Rickman (Soph.)
Poynter, Lee L. (Fresh.)
Prather, John G. (Junior)
Prather, Katherine C. (Soph.
Prewitt, Neai (Senior)
Price, Ernestine M. (Senior)
Price, Forest ( Fresh.)
Prim, Harold (Senior)
Purdom, Cecil (Fresh.)
Pursifull, James A. (Fresh.)
Race, Goldie E. (Soph.)
Rader, Clifford (Senior)
Ramey, Bernice (Senior)
Ramsey, Beulah
Ramsey, Edna (Fresh.)
Ramsey, Ruby
Ranson, Emma E. (Fresh.)
Ratliff, Ova (Fresh.)
Rawlings, Garrard (Soph.)
Reams, Anna R. (Soph.)
Reams, Ruby P. (Senior)
Redding, June M. (Soph.)
Reece, Arlie ( Fresh.)
Reed, Ada E. (Fresh.)
Reed, Martha L. (Fresh.)
Oldtown, Kentucky
Carrollton, Kentucky
Moreland, Kentucky
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
Paris, Kentucky
Richmond. Kentucky
Richmond. Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Brooksville, Kentucky
Ravenna, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
CampbeHsburg, Kentucky
Pitts, Kentucky
Stacy Fork, Kentucky
Happy, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Taylorsville, Kentucky
Bond, Kentucky
Twila, Kentucky
Shawhan, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
Johns Run, Kentucky
Burnside, Kentucky
Alton Station, Kentucky
Bondvllle, Kentucky
Crestowood, Kentucky
Dayton, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Georgetown, Kentucky
Parmleysville, Kentucky
Verona, Kentucky
Crab Orchard, Kentucky
Owenton, Kentucky
Ov/enton, Kentucky
Junction City, Kentucky
Cottonburg, Kentucky
Levi, Kentucky
Bellevue, Kentucky
Gravel Switch, Kentucky
Calvin, Kentucky
Brodhead, Kentucky
Egypt, Kentucky
McAndrews, Kentucky
Brandenburg, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Lebanon, Kentucky
Louisa. Kentucky
Woodsbend, Kentucky
Harlan, Kentucky
Langnau, Kentucky
Langnau, Kentucky
Georqetown, Kentucky
Wind Cave, Kentucky
Foster, Kentucky
Newport, Kentucky
Rettig, Catherine L.
Reynolds, Dorsey F.
Reynolds, George (Fresh.)
Reynolds, Marie E. (Fresh.)
Rhodes, Margaret L. (Junior)
Rice, Ernest (Soph.)
Rice, Robert L. (Soph.)
Rice, Mrs. Sopha (Fresh.)
Rich, Dorothy A. (Fresh.)
Rich, Edna (Soph.)
Richardson, Arno'd
Richardson, Helen C. (Soph.)
Richardson, Minnie L. (Soph.)
Riddle, Betty (Fresh.)
Riddle, Ruby A. (Soph.)
Rigby, Marain (Senior)
Robbins, Burgess B. (Soph.)
Robbins, Homer (Junior)
Roberts, Mrs. \. D. (Fresh.)
Roberts, A. D. (Junior)
Roberts, Herschel J. (Soph.)
Roberts, John C. (Fresh.)
Roberts, Marion S. (Junior)
Roberts, Nannie Lee (Soph.)
Robertson, Mabel (Senior)
Robertson, Sarah A. (Soph.)
Robinette, Gertrude M. (Senior
Robinette, Hylton (Soph.)
Robinson, Charles H. (Fresh.)
Robinson, Grant
Robinson, Jessie (Fresh.)
Robinson, Marion M. (Junior)
Rodgers, Cella B. (Fresh.)
Rogers, Lula E. (Fresh.)
Rose, Mrs. Bruce (F^esh.)
Rose, Campbell C. (Soph.)
Rose, Frank C. (Junior)
Rose, Lee (Soph.)
Rowland, Daniel L. (Fresh.)
Rowland, Grace (Junior)
Rowlette, Edna Louise (Senior)
Rowlette, Mary E. (Fresh.)
Rowlette, Virqil (Junior)
Roy, Minnie W. (Fresh.)
Runyon, Flossie (Senior)
Russell, Margaret Mrs. (Fresh.)
Sams, Alma F. (Senior)
Sams, Elise C. (Junior)
Sanders. Alka E.
Sanders, Ercelle E. (Soph.)
Sanders, Lurlie B. (Fresh.)
Sanders, Pauline M. (Fresh.)
Sanford, Willard S. (Fresh.)
Satterly, William (Fresh.)
Sa+terwhite, Frank (Fresh.)
Savage, John R. (Fresh.)
Saylor, Emma (Fresh.)
Schirmer, Verna C. (Fresh.)
Shroeder, Lucy (Fresh.)
Schulte, Clifford W. (Junior)
Scott, Thomas (Soph.)
Selbee, Dorothy H. (Fresh.)
Covington. Kentucky
Tyner, Kentucky
Shelbyville, Kentucky
Tyner, Kentucky
Flemingsburg, Kentucky
Nippa, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Waqersville, Kentucky
Lancaster, Kentucky
Lancaster, Kentucky
Witt Springs, Kentucky
Kenton, Kentucky
Witt, Kentucky
Crab Orchard, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Brodhead, Kentucky
Science Hill, Kentucky
Nancy, Kentucky
Nancy, Kentucky
Pinevilie, Kentucky
Louisa, Kentucky
• Pinevilie, Kentucsy
Walton, Kentucky
Shelbyville, Kentucky
Pleasureville, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Argillite, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Shelbyville, Kentucky
Cob Hill, Kentucky
Campton, Kentucky
Owenton, Kentucky
Campton, Kentucky
Oil, Kentucky
Corbin, Kentucky
Pebworth, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Somerset, Kentucky
Pinsonfork, Kentucky
Waynesburg, Kentucky
W. Irvine, Kentucky
W. Irvine, Kentucky
Waynesburg, Kentucky
Hubble, Kentucky
Waynesburg, Kentucky
Comishville, Kentucky
Bohon, Kentucky
Willisburg, Kentucky
Owenton, Kentucky
Windy, Kentucky
Bernice, Kentucky
Eagle Station, Kentucky
Totz, Kentucky
Bellevue, Kentucky
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
Ashland, Kentucky
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Semones, Sarah E. (Junior)
Sergent, Warren (Fresh.)
Settles, Ray W. (Soph.)
Shackelford, Anne Field
Shackelford, Joyce
Sharp, Arbor ( Fresh.)
Shearer, Jessie E. (Senior)
Shearer, John Lee (Junior)
Shearer, Martha S. (Soph.)
Shearer, Robert (Senior)
Sheetz, James L. (Fresh.)
Shepherd, Glenn C. (Senior)
Shoemaker, Augustus
Short, James P. (Soph.)
Short, Martha Jane (Soph.)
Simpson, Gladys E. (Senior)
Simpson, Ruby L.
Singleton, Josephine (Fresh.)
Singleton, Naoma R. (Fresh.)
Skaggs, Exie M. (Soph.)
Skidmore, Fanny F. (Senior)
Skidmore, Virgi! (Junior)
Slemp, Mary E. (Soph.)
Sloan, Mayme
Sloane, Wade (Junior)
Slusher, Laura L. (Fresh.)
Slusher, Mittie
( Fresh.)
Slusher, Walter B. (Fresh.)
Smith, Clarence
Smith, Mrs. Eva
Smith, Fuson (Fresh.)
Smith, Jake
Smith, Marjorie (Soph.)
Smith, Murray C. (Fresh.)
Smith, Paul W.
Smyth, Teddie A. (Soph.)
Snider, Dixie
Snider, Evere + t
Snodgrass, James W. (Fresh.)
Southard, Julia (Fresh.)
Sparks, Alice (Soph.)
Sparks, Thelma (Fresh.)
Sparrow, John C. (Junior)
Spears, Chester (Senior)
Spurlock, Oscar
Spurlock, Reba D. (Fresh.)
Sguires, Evadean (Junior)
Stafford, Phyllis M. (Fresh.)
Stahl, Ada R. (Fresh.)
Stallard, Cora (Senior)
Stamper, Pearle (Fresh.)
Steele, Eugenia (Soph.)
Steele, Lillie
Stephens, Claybourne (Junior)
Stephenson, John C. (Fresh.)
Stephenson, Vivian (Junior)
Stepp, Amy Jane
Stepp, Russell H. (Soph.)
Stepp, Tilden E.
Stevens, Nancy L. (Fresh.)
Stewart, O. Y. (Soph.)
Stewart, William (Soph.)
Stone, Stella (Junior)
Storm, John R. (Soph.)
Stratton, Mabel
Stanford, Kentucky
Whitesburg, Kentucky
Crab Orchard, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Fincastle, Kentucky
Union City, Kentucky
Monticello, Kentucky
Monticello, Kentucky
Disputanta, Kentucky
Monticello, Kentucky
Shelbyville, Kentucky
Paint Lick, Kentucky
Loyall, Kentucky
Middleburg, Kentucky
Ft. Knox, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
High Bridge, Kentucky
Stanford, Kentucky
Ritchie, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Ocola, Kentucky
Winchester, Kentucky
Middlesboro, Kentucky
Access, Kentucky
Fed, Kentucky
Roark, Kentucky
Big Creek, Kentucky
Calvin, Kentucky
Forks of Elkhorn, Kentucky
Midd !esboro, Kentucky
Middlesboro, Kentucky
McWhorter, Kentucky
Corbin, Kentucky
Ashland, Kentucky
Somerset, Kentucky
Union Hall, Kentucky
Bloomfield, Kentucky
Taylorsviile, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky
McKee, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Middleburq, Kentucky
Barcreek, Kentucky
McKee, Kentucky
Whitesburg, Kentucky
Worthville, Kentucky
Cleveland, Ohio
Ermine, Kentucky
Benham, Kentucky
Beattyville, Kentucky
Campton, Kentucky
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
Loyall, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Inez, Kentucky
Inez, Kentucky
Oppy, Kentucky
Morgan, Kentucky
Maysville, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Vanceburg, Kentucky
Keavy, Kentucky
Bondville, Kentucky
Sutton, A. D. (Junior)
Sutton, Delia (Fresh.)
Sutton, Lee Etta (Junior)
Swango, Joanne
Swetnam, Mildred (Flesh.)
Seinfor, Paris (Fresh.)
Swirzer, Lloyd (Junior)
Talbott, Ruth (Junior)
Tartar, Heber (Fresh.)
Tarter, John (Junior)
Tarter, Priscilia E. (Fresh.)
Taulbee, Bishop
Taulbee, Calloway (Senior)
Taylor, Inez
Taylor, Inez B. (Fresh.)
Taylor, Logan
Taylor, Lucy L.
Taylor, Rosethel
Taylor, Mrs. R. B.
Taylor, R. B. (Senior)
Taylor, Woodrow (Soph.)
Teater, Lucy M. (Fresh.)
Terrill, Robt. L. (Soph.)
Terrill, W. O. (Fresh.)
Terry, Mary O. (Senior)
Terry, Nan Louise (Soph.)
Terry, Sally E.
Thomas, Blanche L. (Senior)
Thomas, Minnie V. (Fresh.)
Thompson, James H.
Tierney, Paul (Junior)
Tincher, Marvin, (Fresh.)
Tipton, Chester, (Fresh.)
Tipton, Ruford (Soph.)
Todd, Alice L. (Fresh.)
Todd, Burnadean (Soph.)
Todd, Eugene J. ( Fresh.)
Tolbert, E. Willena (Senior)
Toombs, Hazel (Soph.)
Trivefte, Edna M. (Fresh.)
Tudor, Mrs. Emma (Soph.l
Tudor, Hise D. (Soph.)
Tudor, Pattie L.
Turley, Mrs. Florence
Turley, J. D. (Senior)
Turner, Alice (Soph.)
Turner, Bernice (Fresh.)
Turner, Daily R. (Soph.)
Turpin, Karl R. (Fresh.)
Tussey, Bonnie O. (Senior)
Tussey, Gladys P. (Fresh.)
Tuttle, James H. (Junior)
Tuttle, Thelma (Fresh.)
Tyng, Dorothy (Junior)
\
VanArsdall, Charles (Senior)
Van Hoose, Dolores (Junior)
Vanover, Mrs. Martha (Fresh.)
Vaughn, Christine M. (Soph.)
Vaughn, Hubert (Soph.)
Vaughn, Mary Emma (Senior)
Vaught, Jennie G. (Fresh.)
Vaught, Monte F. (Junior)
Clio, Kentucky
Clio, Kentucky
Jellico, Tennessee
Covington, Kentucky
Blaine, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Corinth, Kentucky
N. Middletown, Kentucky
Minfonville, Kentucky
Mintonville, Kentucky
Mintonville, Kentucky
Mary, Kentucky
Jackson, Kentucky
St. Helens, Kentucky
Somerset, Kentucky
Ionia, Kentucky
Coldiron, Kentucky
Coldiron, Kentucky
London, Kentucky
London, Kentucky
Whitesburg, Kentucky
Nicholasvilie, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Mary, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
De Witt, Kentucky
De Witt, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Witt, Kentucky
Ingram, Kentucky
Ashland, Kentucxy
Richmond, Kentucky
Beattyville, Kentucky
Pitts, Kentucky
Bobtown, Kentucky
Bobtown, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Owenton, Kentucky
Danville, Kentucky
Pulaski, Kentucky
Brassfield, Kentucky
Paint Lick, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Harrodsburg, Kentucky
Napier, Kentucky
Evarts, Kentucky
Morris Fork, Kentucky
Somerset, Kentucky
Bond, Kentucky
Middlefork, Kentucky
W. Irvine, Kentucky
Witt Spring, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Harrodsburg, Kentucky
Frankfort, Kentucky
Pulaski, Kentucky
Danville. Kentucky
Corbin, Kentucky
Middlesboro, Kentucky
Somerset, Kentucky
Somerset, Kentucky
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Vergne, Knez (Junior)
Vermillion, Virginia (Junior
Vittitoe, Elizabeth
Wachs, Aleene L. (Fresh.)
Waddle, Geneva (Soph.)
Wager, Louise D.
Wagers, Francis K. (Soph.)
Wagers, Zula Mae (Junior)
Wagoner, Dorothy (Junior)
Wagoner, Sidney ( Mrs.) (Soph
Walden, Delford (Soph.)
Walker, Bessie (Fresh.)
Walker, Lucy K. (Fresh.)
Walker, Melva (Soph.)
Wallace, Hulan (Fresh.)
Walters, Francis P.. (Soph.)
Walton, Lyda M. (Soph.)
Ward, Carl (Soph.)
Ward, Edith M. (Soph.)
Ward, HaroldS. (Fresh.)
Warix, Hohn
Warms, E. J. (Senior)
Warms, Pierce (Soph.)
Warren, Henry (Junior)
Wasson, Norrine R. (Fresh.)
Watkins, Denver (Soph.)
Watkins, Leighton (Juniors)
Watson, Ruby (Senior)
Watts. Carl R. (Fresh.)
Webb, Frances (Fresh.)
Weddle, Edward (Junior)
Wells, Anna E. (Fresh.)
Wells, Emerson (Fresh.)
Wells, Henry (Fresh.)
Welsh, Nick (Fresh.)
White, Ella W.
White, Evelyn R. (Fresh.)
White, Fay (Junior)
White, Linda E. (Fresh.)
White, Sara M. (Senior)
White, Taylor (Senior)
Whiteker, JoeMa F.
Whitlock, Gladys E. (Fresh.)
Whittington, Gertrude (Fresh.)
Wiggins, Ernest T. (Junior)
Wilcox, Lucien T. ( Fresh.)
Wilder, Andrew H. (Senior)
Wilkins, Katheryn (Fresh.)
Wilkinson, Royal (Fresh.)
Williams, Adrie! N. (Fresh.)
Williams, Dixie (Soph.)
Williams, Gay L (Fresh.)
Williams, Mary E. (Junior)
Williams, Phoebe E. (Soph.)
Williams, Vera M. (Junior)
Williamson, Edward (Soph.)
Willis, Neva L. (Soph.)
Willoughby, Margaret (Soph.)
Wilson, Alice C.
Wilson, Bessie C. (Fresh.)
Wilson, Fannie M.
Wilson, Katherine (Fresh.)
Wilson, Leland (Senior)
\V
Vanceburg, Kentucky
Whitesburg, Kentucky
Bardstown, Kentucky
Covington, Kentucky
Luretha, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Rice Station, Kentucky
Rice Station, Kentucky
Carlisle, Kentucky
Lebanon, Kentucky
Cane Creek, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Lancaster, Kentucky
Bellevue, Kentucky
Quinton, Kentucky
Manchester, Kentucky
Noland, Kentucky
Ezel, Kentucky
Ezef. Kentucky
Paint Lick, Kentucky
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
Lebanon, Kentucky
Lebanon, Kentucky
Sebree, Kentucky
Carlisle, Kentucky
Brock, Kentucky
Brock, Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky
Frankfort, Kentucky
Van Lear, Kentucky
Somerset, Kentucky
Mt. Olivet, Kentucky
Baptist, Kentucky
Licking River, Kentucky
Walton, Kentucky
Chavies, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Catlettsburg, Kentucky
Cuzick, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Sunrise, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Paint Lick, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Covington, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Shelbyville, Kentucky
Red Bush, Kentucky
Flat Cap, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
London, Kentucky
Georgetown, Kentucky
Milton, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Tyner, Kentucky
Rice Sta+ion, Kentucky
Corbin, Kentucky
Guston, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Wilson, Lillian
Wilson, LillieC. (Soph.)
Wilson, Lloyd
Wilson, Mary
Wilson, Roger L. (Junior)
Wilson, Rose Lee
Wilson, Teril! A.
Wimble, Blanche (Senior)
Winburn, Earl (Soph.)
Winchester, Mrs. W. R. (Soph.
Winn, Eunice Witt (Junior)
Witt, Alma Dee (Soph.)
Witt, C!eo M. (Junior)
Witt, Delia M. (Fresh.)
Witt. Edna S. (Soph.)
Wolfe, Mary H. (Fresh.)
Wood, Mayme (Soph.)
Woodail, Dorothy (Fresh.)
Woodrum, Hazel (Junior)
Woods, Evelyn E. (Junior)
Worrell, Nioma (Fresh.)
Worris, Virgil
Worthington, Wm. (Fresh.)
Wrenn, Daisy (Fresh.)
Wright, Leon T. (Fresh.)
Wyles, Anna White
Wyrick, Beulah A.
Wyrick, Marguerite
Yancy, Martha J.
Yates, Robert (Fresh.)
York, Lucy
Young, Earnest (Junior)
Young, Fioy E. (Soph.)
Young, Frances (Fresh.)
Young, Lucy E. (Soph.)
Young, Mrs. Viola
Zachary, John L. (Senior)
Catherine, Kentucky
Wallins Creek, Kentucky
Williamsburg, Kentucky
Elias, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Tyner, Kentucky
Jabez, Kentucky
Danville, Kentucky
W. Irvine, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Ravenna, Kentucky
Wisemantown, Kentucky
Irvine, Kentucky
Ravenna, Kentucky
Disputanta, Kentucky
Alger, Kentucky
Berea, Kentucky
Bradfordsville, Kentucky
Nicholasville, Kentucky
Rice Station, Kentucky
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
Sherman, Kentucky
Boone, Kentucky
Georgetown, Kentucky
Cynthlana, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Owenton, Kentucky
Augusta, Kentucky
Diablock, Kentucky
Richmond, Kentucky
Williamsburg, Kentucky
Ashland, Kentucky
Lawrenceburg, Kentucky
Fogertown, Kentucky
Liberty, Kentucky
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Jy ALWAYS
Out In Front
PULLING
FOR
EASTER
Drug Store
RUIT CO.
WHOLESALE
-re?h
\
—t Lilts 1 an
e^etaole?
Phone 99
3~b^~be \jcav\
and
ru9 omocinii
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
n e
Burn^m &^ avoev
The First Floor Insurance
Agency"
McKee Building
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Phone 186
SAM P. BURNAM
W. OVERTON HARBER
Compliments
F-W-W/OOLWORTI
Co.
5 6m IOc STORE
SPECIALTIES
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
ad ^on-southern
itaz\ov\a anK PU9
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
O.
S
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TE!E COLLEGE
BOOK STORE
Owned and Operated by
the Institution
BOOKS, STATIONERY
SHEAFFER FOUNTAIN PENS
1 1 1
Official Emblem Jewelry
t -t 1
Special Orders made for
Students for Articles
Not Carried in Stock
C. V. ELDER
DEPARTMENT STORE
RICHMOND, KY.
111
The College Shop
For
Young Women
and
Young Men
111
NEW STYLES
In Every
Deparfment
Compliments of
KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES
Compliments of
STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
n e
HIGHEST QUALITY
HAM
BACON
LARD
SAUSAGE
The H. H. Meyer
Packing Co,
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Compliments of
deal Cape
STRICTLY HOME COOKING
Phone 1168 Second Street
FRATERNITY, COLLEGE AND
CLASS JEWELRY
Commencement Announcements
Invitations, Diplomas
Jeweler to the Senior Class of Eastern
Kentucky State Teachers College
aV~ouv
.omp^nij
Manufacturing Jewelers and Stationers
ATTLEBORO, MASS.
Compliments of
F.S. ar>sr\a o.
5c, 10c, 25c STORE
With $1.00 Department
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
3l
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MARCUM'S
Billiard Parlor
Clean Recreation
Under Favorable Conditions
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES
All Kinds of Soft Drinks 5c
Cigars, Cigarettes, Candy
n il=
avqave I: urn^m
Ohop
Clothes for All Occasions
HATS, GLOVES, HOSIERY
SILK LINGERIE
North Second Street
Compliments of
Ricl &h Arnold
Company
FITTERS OF FEET
Good Shoes at Reasonable Prices
Men's Haberdashery and Hats
"You Are Always Welcome"
RICE & ARNOLD CO., Inc.
JOE'S DELICATESSAN
Full Line of Good Things for
Lunches and Parties
RESTAURANT AND
SODA FOUNTAIN
Phone 58 RICHMOND, KY.
Compliments of
Stocktons
Drug Store
KODAKS, DRUGS, SCHOOL
SUPPLIES
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
n e
HOSIERY BY MUNSING WEAR
SHEER-ARCHER SILK HOSIERY
wen C ee
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
SYD GREASON'S
COFFEE SHOP AND
RESTAURANT
EASTERN HOTEL BUILDING
Syd Says:
We guarantee the best cup of coffee
in Kentucky, the most delicious meal in
Madison County, and the juiciest, ten-
derest steak in Richmond.
Student Tickets $5.00 for $4.25
orr\a
e
|<jcnmond f\entuck4
HAVEN OF THE HUNGRY
MEAL TICKETS $5.50 for $4.50
Iotel Eastern
$1.00—NEW—$1.50
CLEAN, MODERN, HOME-LIKE
One-half Block from Court House
On East Main Street
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Have Your Parents
Stop at the
Glyndon Hotel
RATES
$1.00 without bath
$1.50 with bath
Ljndoin oie
T. H. COLLINS, Manager
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
T
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THE EARTH'S BEST
BROUGHT TO YOUR DINNER
TABLE!
Poultry
Eggs
I \obin?on
lj ^omp^nij
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Phone 132
BEGLETS
DRUG STORE
Parker Pens
School Supplies
NUNNALLY'S CANDY
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Phone 142 Fountain Service
DEPARTMENT STORES
Over 1400 Stores
STORES IN EVERY STATE. THE FARTHER YOU GET
FROM ONE, THE CLOSER YOU GET TO ANOTHER.
"TESTED QUALITY AND VALUE"
h e
United
Department Store
Smart Styles
24 Hours From Broadwa y
WE WELCOME THE
OPPORTUNITY TO SERVE
THE FACULTY AND
STUDENT BODY
OF EASTERN
Madison
Quick Lunch
fit
Delicious Sandwiches
Short Orders
Good Cold Beer Real Coffee
Soft Drinks
Cigars and Cigarettes
t 1 i
M. C. BLAKEMAN, Prop.
Phone 752 RICHMOND, KY.
Compliments of
ornett 9t
LJvua ot'3 ore
EAST MAIN STREET
Phone 19
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
v_.o ege
OeTA/ice Cation
Gulf Refining Company Products
CIGARETTES, CANDY,
SANDWICHES, PASTRY,
COLD DRINKS, MILK
Always at Your Service in the
COLLEGE SERVICE STATION
C. C. TODD, Prop.
Lancaster Avenue and Barnes Mill Road
l-E:
S
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Lyupliccite? -prom ant) op the |—'hotogr^phs
in tke MILESTONE m. 4 Le
uaa at ani^ time dlj writing
TME M CGAUGWEY STUDIO
«»
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>ei>ioi» Pi'iftbtti^ Plates
Perfection ofDepth and (blot*
PArkway 0268-9 705-11 Sycamore Si^
CINCINNATI
s
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CEAUTy
V_^|—I /\ |-< I I 3 qou in -|— etter annuals, welcoming ljou to the
pages, giving distinction to qour book- |t aelignts Ljour e4©.
/-\nd it tupipee1 trie \—etter spirit . . . a spirit oj- helpfulness ana pleas,
ure in wording with ijou Ljear after year to produce better annuals-
GEO. G. FETTER COMPAN
RATED
4IO-4I2-4I4 West Main Str-eet, Louisville, Kq-
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